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CHAP.rERI

INTRODUCTION

I.

Statement ot the Problem
.Analysis ot ·sociological literature, especi14ly that

concerned more directly with methodological problem.a, showe
that the term situation has gained considerable currency.

In

apite ot its rather tree use, howeTer, exploration ot the concept as a major sociological tool has been surprisingly limited.
Eubank• tor example, in his extended treatment ot the concepts
ot sociology, does not analyze the situation as a separate con.
1 .
cept, although he proposes the concept or •situation-self•. The

term is not eTen to oe tound in Panunzio•s Dictionary of Sociological Tems.

2

That the tum does have a very usefUl. c0111Dlon-

sense meaning is testified by its wide use, but the analysis to
follow will reTeal that a number ot rather critical probl•• are
involTed which have not been adequately recognized in the colll!lonsense use ot the term.
It seems de•irable that a concept used so extensively••
the situation-concept should be explored more thoroughly, both ae
to its theoretical and methodological illplications. Its relationship to other major sociological concepts should b made more clear,
and

D.

its possibilities as a sociological tooi i n conceptualization

c.

l. Eubank, B. E., The Concepts ot Sociology, New York:
Heath and Company. 1932, PP• 106-uo.
2. Berkeley: The University ot California Press, 1937.

2

and research should be explored.

The purpose of this study is

to begin such an exploration (1) by discovering how the term has
been used in sociology and elsewhere, (2) by integrating the avail•
able :material concerning it, and (3) by setting forth the illlplications which appear in the course of the study.

It is realized that

a concept grows by experiaentation and observation as well aa by

critical thought, but experimentation proceeds by- the hypotheses
suggested by critical thought.

The fo:mulation of certain hypo-

theses is a part of thi8 study-.
II. Methodology
The research was begun by- u attempt to locate the sociological treatment• ot the concept which were already available~

It

was known that•• I. Thomas and l!'loriau Zllaniecki had employed the
concept in their writings and these eourcea were first explored.
The consultation or text i.Dde:ua and oibliographies revealed other
data and some material was discovered quite by- accident. An analysis of these materials aade it evident that the problems of meaning
and

value were involved and data on these twQ problems

gathered.

11181'8

also

The nature of the •situation-self" was seen to be rele-

vant and this lead was followed, with results richer than expected.
It also became evident that the •action dimension• of the situation
would have to be clarified and this in turn lead to a consideration

ot certain •action aohemaa• in both sociology and psychology-.
The term situation has been t!llllployed quite extensively in
sociology and 1n psychology as well, especially by the Gestaltists,

the !'ield Theorists, and the BehaTiorista.

This material was

canvassed and coapared with that already on hand.

In abort, there

wa• an attempt to locate as much material in which the tem si tuation was used as could be found and then to supplement it with
other material on the major problems which were seen to be directly
inTolved, such as the problems ot meaning, Talue, action, and the
nature of the self.

There can be no pretense ot completeness in

this exploratory study, but as the materials accUJ11ulated they were
Hen to aseum.e a coherent pattern, and there ie at least that assurance that the major outlines have been delineated.
Aa the study progressed it beoaae eTident that one o:f' the

major difficulties was the re.aonoill:ng of di'verse tel.'minologies.

In

many oases the specific tlaTor of words tended to obeoure genuine
similaritie• ot thought.

\fords have gone out of fashion or have

incurred acientific displeaame. J'aes• term, •spiritual self", would
hardly be acceptable in present-day scientific discourse, and yet to
have dimnissed it, or to have assumed that it meant nothing, on that
account, would have been to miss an important parallel between his treatment and that of others.
number of different ways.

In other oases the same -.ord is used in a
The word "Ego• is a case in point.

have assumed that because the same word was used, the
Jll8ant would have lead again to misinterpretation.

To

s•• thing was

In eTery case it

was necessary to attempt to pierce through terminological difference•
to

the

actual functional character of the thing or aspect meant.
On the other hand, differences

ot tel'minology and ot orienta-

tion have had a certain positiTe adTantage.

They have acted like

4

magnifying glasses, throwing now one tactor into prominence,
now another.

It bas been possible to note factors appearing

in naggerated perspective trom one position, which from the
viewpoint of another author are
80

dwindled in impoi-tance and

80

named as to have escaped notice.

In some cases, even where

the relevance ot a certain factor has been recognized tor the
specific situation under the scrutiny of the author, that factor
has been!!!!!!. in such a way as to preolude its eJ:tenaion to other
analogous situations, or at least to dtillinish ·the probability that
such an eJ:tension would be made. Words are important cognitive
tools.

They both obscure and reveal.

By

their connotation they

may suggest new fields of e%per1Jlentation and speculation, or they
may so isolate and hedge in an idea that it never reaches fru.ition.
There has been an attempt throughout this study to break down conceptual walls b7 deliberate comparison of tel'llinologies and meaninas,
and to generalize the findings in such a way as to give due . recognition to the caaaon factors discovered.
In br1et, the methodology involved:

(1) the gathering of the

available materials treating the term situation as a concept, together
with certain other materials concerning the •self", "meaning•, •value•,
and •action• h which the term situation bas been employed as a prominent sub-coneept, (2) the critical comparison and integration of these
materials into a more or less systematic treatment of the concept, and
(3) the drawing of certain deductions from premises which grew direct-

ly out of the materials studied.

These deductions are presented as

hypotheses, relatiTely unsupported by scientific ezperillentation
a• yet, but subject to such verification as tests of their pragmatic usefulness.
III.

Presentation of Data
The procedure chosen is neither wholly systematic nor wholly

historical.

The first would have involved obscuring the contribu-

tions or Tarious authors by piecemeal presentation, whereas the second would have inTolved a laborious tracing ot ·intluences which 18
neither possible because of insufficient evidence nor necessary for
the purposes or this study •
. Chapter II is deToted to an exemination and comparison or
the treatments of the concept by various sociologists and senes
as something of an introduction to the problems to be examined in
the following chapters.
Chapter III shitts the focus of emphasis to the self in the
situation and involve• the examination and COIII.J>arison or a n.UJ11.ber
of sociological and social-psychological treatments of the personality as it arises and takes fom in the social situation.
Chapter IV is a consideration or the nature of the process
by which the situation is defined.

The problems of meaning, value,

action, and the resulting •structure" of the situation are given
attention here.
Chapter V presents some ot the hypotheses ud iaplications
growing out of the foregoing materials as they relate to sociological
theory and sociological research; and Chapter VI is a general &UJIIIIUU'Y'
of the findings and implications.

SOD SOCIOLOGICAL TRKA'!MKNTS OF THE CONCEPT

The purpose ot this chapter is to examine the concept
situation as it has been treated by sociologists and some
closely allied social scientists.

Al.though the contributions

are arranged in chronological order by date ot publication, it
1• not known to what extent the later writers were influenced

by the earlier, except where it is explicitly indicated •. Aa
intilllated in the previous chapter, the term situation has been
taken over from common usage.

Since this is the case, it will

be well to e:xamine the dictionel"l" definition before going on

to the more specialized treatments.
I.

Common Usage
According to Webster,

l

the term. situation is a noun taken

directly from the l!'reDCh which came· originally t.rom a Medieval
Latin word situatio.

It refers to the "manner in which an ob-

ject is placed; its location, especially as related to -something
else; also, a place; a locality."

It refers to the •state of be-

ing situated or located; position, as regards conditions and circumstances; state; condition.• A more specialized meaning refers
to the "relative position or combination of circumstances at a
l. Webster's New International Dictionary of the English
Language (Second Edition), unabridged, Springfield, Kass. G. cl o.
Merriam Company, 1935, P• 2350.

. .,..nt; a critical. trying. or unusual state of relation of affairs; u. to find oneself in aa embarrassing situation.• In narrative and drama a "•1tuation• istta particular complex ot atfairs
at a given mom.ent in the action especially one of striking interest.• as in the cl:llllu.

"The locus of an object with respect to

events• is given as the philosophical meaning, while the ps:rohological usage is given as •the

8Ull

total of stimuli that act upon

an organ1Slll at a given moment•• The tem 111 further used to deaignate a "position or place of employment, as a situation in a store;
a situation under the government•.

rt is no matter tor wonder that a word so broad and useful
ahould have been pressed into senice in a great many ditteren~ ways.
Without any pretence at completeness a few ot the adjectives with
which it is found may be noted:
!!_ !.2, content.

l!'irst, frequent reference• to the •90cial

situation•, the •tamily situation•, the •econOlllic situation•, the
•political situation", the "housing situation•, the •crime situation•, etc •• are found both in popular and sociological literature.
All ~ point ~ !!!!!:•

With regal'd to point of Tiew, the •per-

sonal situation", •subjective situation•, •psychological aituationu,
are often opposed to the •environmental situation• and the •objective
situation•.
Aa

!.2. !!.!!_. With regard to scope or extent, the tel'!lls "m0Jll9nt-

ary situation•, "immediate situation•, "whole situation•, "life situa-

tion", and •total situation• are not uncOJllllon.

8
JU.soellaneoua.
usages would include:

Aaisoellaneoua catego1'7' or other common
•stilllulus situation•, "meaning situation•,

•connict situation•, •puni•hment aituation•, •reward situation•.
'!'his 11st could probably be expan.ded indefinitely, limited
only by the number of adjectives available.

Our aim, h01!ever, 1•

to discover, it poasible, what 1• comm.on and generic to all these,
and more particularly the significance of the tem as a sociologi-

cal tool.
II.

Albion

w.

Bllall

So tar as can be discoTered, the earliest recognition ot
the ttsocial situation•••• definite concept requiring
tion

we.a

by Albion

w.

SOlll.8

atten-

Snall in his treatise, General Sociology.

1

That the tem was not given a recognized status at the time he
wrote (1905) is indicated by the fact that he felt obliged to aake
aome apology for its introduction:
This tel'll • • • like the tem •group• carriea
no dogmatic as8Ulll.ptions. It is not a means of muggling into sociology any insidious theory. It is simply
one of the ineTitable tel'Dl8 tor the sort or thing in
which all the sociologists find their problems • • • •
The term is innocent of theoretical illplications. It
is simply serviceable as a colorless designation of
the phenomena which the sociologist must investigate. 2
Postponing until later a discussion of whether or not the
concept is as innocent or theoretical 1:aplications as Small assures
his readers, let us see what he understands by it:
• • • a •social situation• is any- portion of experience brought to attention . as a point in time or space
at which a tension of social forces is present. More

l. Chicago: The UniTersity ot Chicago Press, 190.5.
2 • !!!!• t P• .500.

'
simply• a •social situation' ia _any circle of
human. relationships thought .of as belonging together, and presenting the problt!llll: What are
the element• involved in this total, and how do
these elements affect each other? • •• A •social
situation' is any phase of human life, fro• the
least to the greatest, whioh inTites obsenation,
description, explanation. • • • The tera 1e simply
a convenient generic designation tor every kil1d
and degree of social combination which for the time
being attracts attention as capable of consideration
b7 itself.l
A l!IOOial situation thus involves relationships between
human beings• and the relationships may be between persons, between persons and groups, or between group••

The situation ma:,

be ot any size, from two or more persons up to two or more nations,
but Small does not indicate whether the size ot the total to be considered a situation 1• determined b,- smething in the phenomenon itself, or bJ' the ·obsener.
Although &Ball nowhere explicitly states it,

11119

are left

with the illpression that there is smething in the -phenomenon itself which brands it for the observer as •a situation•.

It •in-

Tites observation, description, explanation,• it •attracts attention as capable of .coneideration by itself•, it is a •total• and
it presents the problem:
total,

and how

do

"what are the elt1t11.ents involved in this

theE!e elements affect each other?•.

Are •ten-

sions or social forces• characteristic of ill_ social nlationships
or are there some •circles of human relationships• which are not
characterized by •tensions• and hence not to be considered as situations? Certain+J' each of the examples Small cites is one in which
the actors face a problem.
situation? Small sa:,s:
1. Ibid.

Ia the problem then the criteria of -a

10
The sociologist takes it for granted that
oonsciousnesa of an interest, of any sort, is
presently followed by a choice that has reference to that interest • • • • He starts •• •
with the assuaption that :perception of conditions
is always followed by choices of some sort; and
his interest is in di ■coTering what Tariatione 1n
social situations have to do with hUIIB!l choices •
• • • Oausal explanation of the social process.
as far back as the sociologist tries to carry it,
would consist of supplying concrete Talues for the
symbolic terms in a proposition ot this fom: The
effective interest (purposes) of the actors being
such and such, and the situation, !!. they Tiewed 1t ,
being so and so. their action was this and that, because, 1n their belief, it would tend to modify the
situation thus and thus.l
The
w1 th

answer to our question is implied.
2

Whenever an actor

.

a •purpose• or an •interest• encounten a set of conditions,

within which he aust make a choice• he is presented with a •situation•. MoreoTer, he Tins the situation in a particular way, and
performs acne action in the belief that his action will tend to
modify that situation. Without an •interest• there can be no problem for the actor, no choice, Bild hence no situation.

If the set

of conditions facing the actor is canposed of the interest• and actions of other actors, then there 1• the •tenaion of social forces•
o t which Small speaks.

Thh •circle of human relationships• belongs

together, because, aa a set of conditions to his own action, it presents the actor with a problem.

It •invites the attention• or the

observer as "capable of consideration by 1 tself" because
conside.r s it by itself.

~ ~

As a totality, it pre.-nts the actor With

l. Ibid., PP• 647-648.
2. Itshould be recalled that Small's term. for the fundamental human motiTiation• is "interests•. The term will gain added
meaning when discussed in connection with R. B. Berry's "interest
theory ot value• in Ohapter IV.

11

a probl.8Jll.

'l'here is, then, soaething in the phenomenon itself

which brands it tor the observer as •a e1 tuation•.

Tb.at sClll8-

thing is the nexus of relationships between an actor with an interest, a set of ocmditiona presenting a problem, the actor's
particular view of these conditions. and an action leading to a
mod±fication ot the set ot conditions.
Small's treatment of the concept does not squarely face
the problem of definining the point ot

new.

1

As he treats it,

the term situation refers to both the actor'• situation and the
observer'• situation.

He reeognizes that there must be a defini-

tion of the situation by the actors when he uses the phrase •the
situation !!. they viewed

!i",

and also that the observer has a dif-

ferent point of view when he says •how much of the explanation
will ultimately be found on the side of the external situation,
and how :much on the side of the subjective reaction, nobo4y can
foretell•,

2

but in spite of this it is seldom. possible to tell

When he refers to the actor's and when to the observer's situation.
III.

w.

I. Thomas and "I. Znaniecki

It is not known to what extent
influenced by his contact with A.

w.

w.

I. Thomas may have been

Small during the long period

in which they were colleagues at tbe University of Chicago.

J

Thomas

1. The tem situation when used without further :modification
ia apt to be ambiguous. The situation as the actor views it is the
set of conditions in which he must act. He may or may not include himself in thinking about it. The situation as the ob•rver Tiews it,
that is, as he employs it as a sociological tool. is a construct Which
includes both actor and the actor's set of conditions. Whenever necessary to avoid ambiguity, the ten.a •actor's situation• and •observer'•
situation" will be employed in this study. The problem of •object1Titr'
involved here is treated in Chapter V, Section v.
2. Sm.all, Ibid., P• 64'7.

12
make• no particular mention of the concept situation as a socio1
logical tool in his book Sex and Society, but it is possible to
see the trend ot his thought as 1 t appears in the introductory to
his Souroe Book tor Social Origins.

2

Thoaas relates the concepts

of •soeial forces" and •process• which Saall emphasizes, to the
concepts of control, attention, and crisis.
Control i s not a social force, but is the object , realized or unrealized, of all purposiTe activity • • • • Control 1• the end to be secured and~tion is the means of securing it. They are the objectiTe: and subjective sides of the same process •••
when something happens to disturb the run of habit the
attention is cal led into plq and deTises a new mode
of behavior which will :meet the crisis • ••• The human mind is preeminently the organ of manipulation, of
adjustment, of control. It operates through what we
call knowledge. This in turn is based on m•ory and
the ability to compare a present situation with similar
situations in the past and to revise our judgments and
actions in view of the past experience • • • • J
The • probl•" which is involved in situations, according
to Snail, appears as the •crisis" in Thomas• account.

Thomas :makes

no capital of the term situation at this point but when viewed in
connection with his later work in collaboration with Florian
~aniecki, The Polhh Peasant in Burope and Ameriea,
it in the earlier work becomes significant.

4

mention of

The close relation-

ship of •attention• and ncontrol" to the concepts of •attitude"
and •value• as the subjective and objective aspects or the action

process 11!1 not hard to see.

Attitude and value are in a way the

same two concepts made more specific.

3. Thomas was at the University of Chicago from 1895 to
1918; Snall from 1893 to 1926.
1. Chicago: The UniTersity of Chicago Press, 190?.
The University of Chicago Press, 1909.
(Italics mine)
4. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1918.
2.

Chicago:

3• Ibid., PP• 13-18.

!
J

The concept situation and the two oom.plementary conoepte
which it involves-attitudes and values--fom the backbone and
theoretical framework of the entire monograph on the Polish peasant. and resulted in what •ou.nted to a new orientation in the
now 1.Dmlease literature on attitudes.

l

It will not be possible

to give attention to this body of literature in this study.
has already been most e:.thaustiTely done.

2

That

..Attention can only be

given here to the way in which attitudes are involved in the more
inclusive configuration called the situation.
According to Thomas and Znaniecki:
The situation ie the set or values and attitudes with which the indindual or the group has to
deal in a process of actinty and with regard to
which this activity is planned and its results appreciated. Every conci'.te actin ty is the solution
of a situation. The situation involves three kinds
of dat : (1) The objective eonditiona under whioh
the individual or society has to act, that is. the
totality of values--econom.ic, social, religious, intellectual, ete.--which at the given moment affect
directly or indirectly the conscious status of tbe ·
individual or the group. (2) The pre-existing attitudes of the individual or the group which at the
given moment have an actual influence upon his behavior. (3) The definition of the situation, that is,
them.ore or less clear conception of the conditions
and consciousness of the attitudes. And the defini•
tion of the situation 18 a necessary preliminary to
any act of will, for in given conditions and with a
given set of attitude• an indefinite plural ity of actions is possible, and one definite action can appear
only if these conditions are seleeted, interpret ed,
and combined in a determined way and if a certain
systematization of these attitudes is reached, so
that one of them becomes predominant and subordinates
1. Ct. Young, K. (editor), Social Attitudes (a group of
papers in honor of Dr. Thomas), New York: Henry Holt & Com.pan:,, 1931.
2. £!• Kiepe, Helen Harriman, "The Status of the AttitudeConcept as a Tool in the ~rilllental study of Social Action," (un•
published Master's Thesis), University of Oregon, 1940.

j

I

j

14

the others. It happens, indeed, that a certain
value imposes itself immediately and unretleotively
and leads at once to action, or that an attitude as
soon as it appears excludes the others and expresses
itaelf unhesitatingly in an active process. In
these cases, whose moat radical examples are found
in reflex and instinctive actions, the def inition
is already given to the individual by external conditions or by his own tendencies. But usually there
is a process of reflection, atterwhich either a
ready social definition is applied or a new personal
definition worked out.1
There are a number of points in collmlon between Small'• in•
terpretation and that of Th011laa and Znaniecki.

First, the situa-

tion presents a problem to an actor who lllUst choose a course of
action.

'!'his problem consists of a set or conditions, both ex-

ternal and internal.

'!'he external conditions are further speci-

fied as ·• •totality or values•, by Thomas and Znanieoki.

It is

not too much to say that literally everything outside the actor
and

affecting him are given as values--persons, things, events,

institutional norms, cultural objects, and all the rest.

The

factors within the actor which Small calls "interests• and •purposes" are called "attitudes• by Thomas and Znaniecki, and are
conceived by them as pre-existant to the particular situation.
While Snall only hints at the "definition or the situation•,
Thomas and Znaniecki treat it more fully.

For Small, as well as

for Thome.a and Znaniecki, the definition precedes the choice or
act or will.

Small speaks of the 'ttl.oice or volition which pre2

sently follows" while ThOlllas and znaniecki state that •the definition of the situation is a necessary preliminary to any act
1. Thomas and Znaniecki, op. cit. (Tiro-volume edition,
Vol. I), P• 68.
.
2. Cf. previous quotation, op. cit., P• 64?.

1.5
ot the will • • • • •

l

The latter authors tu.rther emphaaize that

the definition is ueually a more or less conscious, refleotiTe
process concerned with the clarification, selection, interpretation and combination of the external conditions, end the systemitization ot the attituo.es, in which soJl8 are given predOlllinanoe
and others are subordinated. 2
"Value• is used in the substantive eense by Thomas and
Znaniecki:
By a social value we understand .!!l. ~
having an empirical content accessible to the member•
of some social group and a meaning with regard to
which it is or may be an object ot aotinty. Thue,
a foodstutt, an instrument, a coin, a piece of poetry,
a university, a myth, a scientific theory, are social
values. Each ot them has a content that is sensual
••• partly sensual, partly imaginaey ••• or tinally, only imaginary. • • • The meaning of these Talues becomes explicit when we take. the• in connection
w1 th human actions. The meaning of the foodstuff is
with reference to its eventual con1umption ••• •
(etc). The social Talue is thus opposed to the natural thing, which has a content, but, as a part of
nature, has no meanii:ig for human activity, is treated
as 'Talueless'; when the natural thing asstlllles a meaning, it becomes thereby a social value. And naturally
a social value may haTe many meanings, for it may refer
to many different kinds of activity.3

In view of the long-standing controver1y over the place of
•values• in sociological methodology, it seems important to note
that value always arises in a situational setting.

The use of the

tem •value• in the substantive sense• that is, as a name ft;,r the
empirical dat• itself, is probably unfortunate, in that it tends
to obscure the point that value is a relationship, not a concrete
l. £!• previous quotation, op. cit., P• 68.
2. Ibid.,(Ct. Chapter IV for a criticism ot this view.)
3. nid., p7 20. (Italic• mine)
•
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thing.

As

the viewpoint or interest changes, the Talue rela-

tionships change also.

It this is clearly seen, the distinc-

tion between the values which the actor entertains end the values
which the scientific researcher entertains becomes more clear.

l

It should be noted that each ot the examples given by
Thomas and znaniecki is pre8Ullably a poaitiTe value-object, although there is nothing in the definition which excludes negative Talue-objects, and this distinction is later made clear by
both Thomas and Znaniecki.
An attitude, according to Thomes and Znaniecki, is

• • • a process ot individual consciousness which
determines real or possible actiTity ot the individual in the social world. Thus, hunger that caapels _the consumption ot the foodstuff • • • (etc.)
all these are attitudes. The attitude is thus the
individual counterpart ot the social value; actiTi ty, in whatever, tom, is the bond between them.
By its reference to activity and thereby to indiTidual consciousness the value is distinguishable
from the natural thing. By its ret-erence to activity end thereby to the social 1'0rlc!, the attitude
is distinguished from the physical state.2
Attitude is thus treated as something within the actor havi11g an
outer referent, and value is treated as something outside the acto~ having an inner referent.

It will be noted that the present

author does not employ the terms •subjective" or •objective•. It
is believed that these terms are open to the same ambiguity as is
the tem situation by tailing to make clear the point ot view.
From the obsener's point

ot View, the inner state ot the actor

is just as "objective•-tbat is, outside the observer's body--as

1.
2.

ct.

Chapter V, this thesis.
Ibid., P• 27.

l?
is the value-object toward which the actor direct• his a~tention.

On

the other hand, both the value-object and the inner

atate ot the actor, insotar as the obsener can apprehend them

at all, must be apprehended from his

own

subjective position

and through hie own subjective apparatua. 1 In. this atudy, the
ten• "within the actor• and •outside the actor• will be employed.
•Actinty, in whatever torm• is •tbe bond• between the attitude and the value, according to Thomas and Znanieeki.

It is

difficult to discover whether they mean by this that activity is
something empirically divided from both attitudes and values, and
connecting them by logical reference only, or whether the authors
would regard the three terms as difterent aspects ot a single process of activity in extension, with the incipient stage (attitude)
at one end connected by a continuation of the same aotiVity to the
couummatory stage (value) at the other.

It is hard to escape the

former, more or less atomistic, interpretation ot their words.
There is no doubt that the value-object caa in som.e oases (as, for

eX8Dlple, in the case of food) be eapirically distinguished trom
the activity directed toward it, but this is hardly the case with
attitude, which, even as they detine it-•a process of individual
consciouaneH•-seems to be inevitably an activity itselt.

It is

just here that the objection to using the word •value• to reter to
the empirical object arises, for certain activities in themselves
appear to have value for the actor.
l.

2£.•

Chapter

v,

Value, in other words, seems

this thesis.
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to reter as much to a quality or the actor•• activity in conjunction with certain objects as to the objects themeelTes.
The same thing is true or •interest" and "purpose", which, as
was pointed out, correspond closely to "attitude" as ThOllas
and Zn.aniecki use it.
Five years atter the publication ot The Polish Peasant
in Bu.rope and .America, Thomas' book, The Unadjusted Girl, appeared (1,23). 1 In i,2;, Zn.anieclci published his Laws of Social
Psychology.I From a campariaon of these books, noyd House think•
that "there is reason to believe that the theory ot attitude• and
values set forth in The Polish Peasant is due mainly to 7aaaniecki,
while the -tour desires were Thanas' contribution. " 3 There 1• no
sy•tem.atic treatment ot "the situation" in The Unadjusted Girl,
although the whole book is built on the concepts ot the tour
wishes, the detinition ot the situation by the family and coDIDlUJlity, and priTate definitions ot the situation. 4

rv.. Znaniecki
In his books, Cultural Realit; and Laws ot Social Pay6
choloq, znanieoki gives the most complete expositions of the
concept social situation found.

'

Since his treatments are so

ocmplete, an abstract from the latter work rather than extended
exposition or his ideas is ottered at this point.
1. Boston: Little, Brown and Comp8J11', 1923.
2. Chicago: The UniTersity of Chicago Press, 192;.
3. House, F. N., The DeTelopJ1ent of Sociology, New York:
McGraw ..,Bill Book Company, 1936, p. 28'7. House apparently did not
include Thomas• concepts ot attention and control in the comparison.
4. Ct. Chapter IV this thesis.
;. Chicago: The University ot Chicago Press, 1919, PP• 169-229.
6. Pp. '19-'J5.
7. Q!.• also znaniecki, Social Actions for scattered references.

Prelim1na17:
(1)

The Social Tendency: Znaniecki's term tor interest, purpose, or attitude, is •tendencY" or more specifically, 11 aocial tendency• in social situations. The social tendency is
necessarily inTolved in eTery situation as!!!!_ source of.!!.!,
components.

(2)

Definition ot the Situation: Every tendency encounters certain conditions which canpose the situation. However, the
concrete :milieu in which the action begins furnishes only the
raw material upon which the subject draws to shape his own
practical construction and interpretation ot the actual conditions.as affecting hi• tendency. He extracts some objects
and facts from the total complexity ot his sphere of experience and incorporates them into his action by takiDg practically into· account only that aepect or them which, judging by past experiences, is apt to affect the course of the
action. The definition of the situation may take place before overt action begins, or partly during the period of
overt action, or the situation :may oe left undetermined almost to the end. Each of the following elements, as a part
or the situation, is defined.
The Essential Elements of a Social
Situation

(1)

The Social Object: is the individual, group, real or imaginary, which the action of the subject is designed to influence
or modify. The subject ordinarily does not deal with the
social object in its tull concreteness, but tends to schema- •
tize or pigeon-hole it i n terms of the aspects of it which
are relevant to the present course of action. Social objects may, however, become. highly individualized through
the course of many actions.

(2)

The Expected Result of' the Action: wnich in social actions
always means a definite reaction which the subject pimposes
to provoke in the social object. The expected reaction,
like the tendency and the social object, is actively sohematized and stabilized b1 the subject and thus becomes 1n the
full sense of the term a real element. This leaves room
tor a certain plasticity in the actual reaction which will
never be exactly what the subject expects, but will nevertheless satisfy the tendency, if it falls within certain
limits.

(3)

The Instrumental Process: is the intended objective process by which the purposed social reaction is expected to
be attained. This includes: words to be spoken; bodily
movements to be made; physical processes to be causally
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realized with the help of bodily movements; modifications of religious, intellectual, political, economic systems to be originate and made to bear upon
the social object. This process is also schematized
and stabilized as in defining the social object and
the purposed result, and large variations are acceptable to the subject so long as it presen-es the same
significance with regard to the total situation as it
had when first chosen and determined..
(4)

The Reflected Self: which is the subject's own personality, as he imagines it viewed by others in. hi•
social situation. 'Self' ma,- appl7 to a group as wll
as a person, it the group is the acting subject. The
reflected self does not, perhaps, always appear in all
social situations, but usually does, by virtue of the
tact that human beings are not only subjects, but objects of action, and are able to so regard themselves.
This self is necessarily partial and sohematized with
regard to the particular situation, but tends to grow
and enlarge from past situations. Its content is
chiefly social.
Common features of the above Elements:
Each of the elements is a Value: _ ~e elements are not
merely experienced, they are appreoiated as well, with
regard to the social tendency, which is the ultillate
source of valuation within the limits of the action.
The value of the elements is not treated as a physiological state of the subject, but as the subject unsophisticatedly views them, as characters belonging,
at least tem.porarily and relatively, to the objects
themselves. Each element has an uiological meaning
of pleasantness, UJlpleasantness, goodness, badness,
utility, ha:rmtuln.ess, etc. for the subject. This
axiologically significant character is a product of
both former experiences, and of its relation to other
elements in the present si tuatic:m.
Comparing znanieoki's treatment of the concept with those

which have gone before, it will be noted that he has given another
name to attitude, interest, or purpose. He has more tully explained
the nature of the "definition ot the situation•, treating it as a
process of abstraction which takes place during the action. as well
as before.

He has made it explicit that values may be, alld are,
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both positive and negative.

He has further differentiated the

set of conditions which are given as values, into a reflected
self, an object, an instrumental proeesa, and an expected result. Al.though Znaniecki does not so place them• the tendency,
the instrumental process, and the expected result, tall into aa
action sequence closely resembling the sequence:

atti tu.de, ac-

ti Ti ty, and value.
It is not known whether Znanieoki takes the concept situation from Thomas or not.

The first available record

ot

hie use

of -it in hie Cultural Realitl is dated one year after publication
of The Polish Peasant in Europe end .America.

There is no doubt,

however, that his treatments are more philosophically sophisticated
than the others exemined in this chapter. with the exception of
Talcott Parsons•, and possibly George Lundberg's.

v.

Willim Healel
By

1925 other workers in the field or sociology were begin-

ning to use the term •ituation and apply it in their research approach.

A paper by William Healey, entitled "The Psychology of

the Situation:

A Fundamental tor Understanding and Treatment or

Delinquency and Crime,•

1

appeared in this year.

Explaining the

concept. he says:
••• does the term need defining? The whole picture
is meant, the actor and the setting, including both
things and other people. 'The situation' is the particular environment of the given member of society (the
person of the sociologist) considered together with him
as active in it.2
1. In The Child, The Clinic and The Court, New York: New Republic• Inc., 192.5, pp. 37-;2. (This paper is included with a group
or others publi lhed and listed under above title without specific
author as editor.)
2.

l!>.!!• t

P•

38.
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Healey emphasizes that the situation is "a whole• which

includes the experiences and conduct problems oTer from preTious situations in the form ot •mental attitudes• • .Above all this
"Whole" is composed ot a constant "interweaving of the individual

81ld his enviromnent•, it is •a process•:
••• the environment plays upon and modifies the
individual, and what is usually not observed or set
forth, the individual plays upon and modifies the enTironment. Then, as modified by each other. they act
upon each other again, each reacting to the new situation • • • • The total or the whole situation turns
out thus tor us to be a process.l
This •interweaving" Healey calls •circular response", aclcnowledging his indebtedness to Miss Follett tor the term.

2

It is clear

from the .above, and from other remarks by Healey ,3 that the term
•situation• is not synonomous with •enTironment•.
ment is only part of the situation.

The environ-

The recognition ot the dif-

ference between the observer's situation and the actor's situation clears up part of this CODfusion 1n the current use of the
tem, as was preTiously pointed out.
In conclusion, Healey presents several concepts which he
believes to be •extraordinarily serTiceable • • • concerning delinquency and delinquents".

They are :

The Situation: the delinquent and his setting.
The Total Situation: made up of the physical and
mental assets and liabilities of the delinquent as
6hey bear upon his delinquency or recovery therefrom, plus the circumstances and conditions which
influence him.

1.

Ibid•• PP• 41-42.
Follett, Mary P., Creative Experie,nce, New York :
Green & Company, 1924.
· 3. Healey, op. cit., p. 43.
2.

Longmans,

2}

The Psychological Situation: the mental capacities, activities and attitudes of the delinquent,
plus the mental attitudes of others toward him.
The Situation as a Process: changing at every stage
and step, particularly with any kind of treatment of
the delinquent.
Circular Response: what the deliaquent does to society
when society does things to him, and, after that, what
society does in return, and how he 'gets back' at it.l
Healey•s emphasis on the processual aspect of the aituation
is especially noteworthy.

Znaniecki's treatment shows clearly that

every actor's situation is structured in terms of a time reference.
This

■ tructure

can be said, however, to exist at any given moment,

the past end future extensions being supplied in symbolic form by
the actor.
his

Healey•s emphasis ia not that the actor 1

structure•

situation in the time dillleneions {indeed, there is no recog-

nition of this at all), but that action(which necessarily takes
place in the time dimension) changes
situation.

the

structure of the actor's

This change of emphasis is partly explained by the _fact

that Znaniecki's treatment is primarily from the actor's point of
view, while Healey preserves the obsener' s point of view throughout.
VI.

'If. I. 'l'h0lll88

In his presidential address to the American Sociolo&ical
Society in 1927, entitled, "The BehaTior Pattern and the Situation",

w.

I. Thom.as reviews a number of experilllental studies which conform.

1.

!!!!• ,

P• .52 •
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to the situational viewpoint.

l

He is not primarily concemed

with further theoretical elucidation ot the concept, but he does
partially clarify one point which was raised earlier in this study:
Ia approaching problems ot behavior it is possible to emphasize--to have in the focus: of attention
tor working purposes--either the attitude, the value,
or the situation. The attitude is the tendency to act,
npresenting the drive, the affective stages, the wishes.
The value represents the object or goal desired, and the
situation npresents the configuration of the factors
conditioning the behavior reaction. It is also possible
to work from the standpoint or adaptation--tbat is, how
are attitudes and values modified according to the demand• ot given ai tuations. A:D.y one ot these standpoints
will involve all the others, since they together consti~ !. process. 2
·
This more surely e·stablish~d the suppolli tion that Thomas understands attitudes and values as repre~nting simply the beginning

and ending stages of an act, and yet the ambiguity of •value" and
"goal" is still present.

These terms cannot be considered as names

for the empirical objects in themselves, but always refer to a relationship ot an action to a thing.
VII.

W. I. Thomas and D.S. Thomas
In their book, The Child in America,

3

w.

I. Thomas and Dorothy

Swain Thomas review the trend of developments in the study ot child

1. Publications of the .American Sociological Society, XII (1927),
PP• l-13. Vervorn, Pfeffer, Loeb, and Jennings are cited as physiologists who began study of behavior in situations with regard to tropi ••• Thorndyke, Yerkes, Pavlov, Watson, and Kohler are cited as psychologists working with both animal and hum.an subjects in situations.
Buhler, Herzer, Tudor-Hart, .Anderson, and Goodenough on children;
Freeman and associates on roster children; Richards on psychopathic
children; Harry staok. Sullivan and associates pn disordered persons;
Shaw, Park, Burgess, Thrasher Zorbaugh on areas and delinquency; Healey
and Bronner on delinqueney--all of these are cited as applying a situational viewpoint. The list was not inclusive in 1927, and certainly by
now many other names should be added.
2. W. I. Thom~s, op. cit., p. lo
J. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1928.

2.5
behavior, and show how 1A many cases a situational approach
has been used.

Thomas adds little in a theoretical way to his

previous treatments of the concept int his book, however.
VIII.

R. M. Hubbard

In a study of child behavior, as an associate or Dorothy
SWain Thomas, Ruth M. Hubbard defines a social situation as "a
group of two or more children playing together, either f'unctionally or spacially•. 1 Certain exclusions were made for the purposes ot easier recording in this particular investigation, but
the principal criteria were that of interactions between two or
:more children.

Where social interaction exists, a social situa-

tion exists, according to Hubbard.
IX.

L. von Wiese and H. Becker
Approaching social phenoaena from the point ot View of social

processes, Leopold von Wiese and Howard Becker2 hold that the eituation is one factor in every process.

According to their analyaie,

every •concrete social action" is the re•ultant ot two factors: a
personal attitude and a situation.

Both attitude and situation can

be further analyzed, however. Every attitude is the resultant of
the socially relevant native equipment of the person and the experiences which he has undergone during his lifetille. Every situation
1. "A Method ot Studying Spontaneous Group Fomation," Chapter IV in Thomas, Dorothy Swain and associates, Some New Techniques
for studying Social BehaVior, New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1929, P• ?6.
2. Systematic Sociology, New York: J"ohn Wiley and Sons,

1932, PP• 114-1?8.

can be analyzed into the pbyaical environment and the attitudes
of other persons participating in the process in question.

The

attitudes of these other persons are to be analyzed in the same
way as the attitudes of the actor.

Von Wiese and Becker recommend that one person should be
taken as the point of departure, and that his behavior should be
traced throughout the course of the whole process.

It this proves

to be insufficient, then the behavior of each ot the other participants should

be

traced.

Whether t~s 119 aetually recommended as

a research procedure, or whether it is merely a way of silllplitying
their symbolic formulation ot the factors involved in a process,
.
1
is not made clear.
The authors caution that althougl:i attitudes and situation
always work together, "permeating" each other, there is no war-

rant tor expecting this ·relative importance ot each to be equal.
The actor's definition of the aituetion is recognized as follows:
••• situations are nner registered with photographic exactitude and completeness by the human
being, but are transformed when they- impinge upon
his particular equipment.2
The implication here is that "the situation" exists as something
.

.

outside the actor, which is distorted as it passes through his
sensory equipnent.

The term

situation" is t .r eated as synonomous

with "physical and social environment".

This _usage is hardly justi-

fied--tlie " situation" in any case is a construct of the actor, and
the tem does not properly apply only to the empirical objects
1. Cf. Chapter V this thesis for a discussion of the research
possibilities . of this technique.
2. Op. cit., P• 175

2?
with which the actor comes into relationship.

It the authors

have in Jlind only the sensory distortion ot these objects which
the actor introduces, their account or the "definition ot the
situation" is ser10U8ly inooaplete.
von Wiese's and Becker's presentation:

one last criticism or

As

there is no adequate

recognition ot the tact that the actor •structures• or "projects•
his situation in the time dimension.

',l'he tact that process is

the point ot emphasis does not insure a recognition ot this tact.

x.

Talcott Parsons
The structure ot action in ten.a or the time dimension ill

the principal concern ot Talcott Parsons,
von Wiese and Becker'• presentation.

l

by way ot contrast to

Parsons emphasize• the tact

that the aoientitic conceptualization ot conorete phenomena presupposes

a trame ot reference and that this .frame ot reference, for

the _sciences ot action,

2

is the "unit action•.

In the conceptual

description of any concrete action a minimum ot terms 1• logically
implied:
••• an •act' inTolves logically the following:
(1) it implies an agent, an •actor•. (2) l!'or the
purposes ot definition the act must haTe an· 'end',
a future state of affairs toward which the proceH
ot ·action is oriented. (~) It must be initiated in
a'situation• or which the trends of developnent differ in one or more importa.tlt respects trom the state
of affairs to which the action is oriented, the end.
This situation is in turn analyzable into two ele•
ments: Those over which the actor has no control,
that is which he cannot alter, or preTent from being
altered, in conformity with his end; and those over
l. E.g. -Psychology, sociology, economics, and political science.
2.

Ibid.
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which he has auoh oo.ntrol. The former may De
tei'med the •conditions' of aetion, the latter
the •means'• finally (4) there is inherent 1n
the conception of this unit, in its analytical
uses, a certain mode of relationship between
these elements. That is, in the ohoioe of alternati Te •an• to the end, in so far as the
situation allows alternatiTea, there is a •normatiTe orientation' or aotion.l
There may- be SO!lle difficulty in equating Parsons• account

with those mentioned before, although it may easily be recognized
that he is concerned with the same configuration of factors. First,
with regard to hi• use ot the term •situation•:

the division of

the factors into "means• and •conditions• may appear to leave out
both the actor and the end as constituent elements.
This is not the oase--at least not in the way it might first
appear.

Concerning the actor, Parsons says:

The unit of reference which WB are considering as the actor is not (the spacially delimited
biological) organism, but an •ego' or •eelf'• The
principal iaportance of this consideration is that
the body of the actor forms, for him., just as much
a part of the situation of action as ~oes the •external environment•. .AJllong the conditions to Which
this action 1e subject are those relating to hi• own
body, while among the most illportant of the means at
his disposal ere the 'powers' of his own body and,
of course, his 'min~•• The analytical distinction
between actor and situation quite definitely cannot
be identified with the distinction in the biological
sciences between organism and environment. 2

In diatinguishing actor from situation, Parsons evidently

ha■

in

mind the actor's situation, not the observer'••

York:

1. Parsons, Talcott, The Structure of Social Actions, New
McGraw-Hill Book COlllpany- 1 1CJ37, P• 43.
2.

ill!·
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Doe• the tem •situation" ocaprehend the •end" as Paraone
una the tem? The end is defined. as:
••• a future etate or affairs to which action
is oriented by virtue of the tact that it is
deemed desirable by the actor(a) but whioh differs in illportant respects from the state which
they would expect to supervene by merely allowing the predictable trends of the situation to1
take their course without actiTe intervention.
The end, then, is a certain relationship or desire, means, and

conditions--(preaumably one in which the desire is satisfied by
a.ployment of the means and overcoming of the conditio:ns).

Inso-

far as the means and conditions constitute the situation, the end
is to be considered as a part o:f' the actor's situation,

Insofar

as the desire is a part of the actor, the end is an e.apeot of his ·
action.

It appears that the term •end" is open to the same ambi-

guities as the terms •value• and •goal•; viz., whether they apply
to

eapirioal things toward which action. is clirected, or to a de•

sired type ot action, or to a nlationahip bet119en action and the
empirical thing.
At first olul!lh, "means• and •conditions• appear to be equiTalent to •poaitiTe• and •negatiTe• Talue--objects. H0118Ter, as
Parsons defines his terms, the cri terim of means and oondi tiona
is · the cri terim of whether or not the actor ca.n control th•••
This 1a not the same as the criterim tor positive and negative
value, which is whether or not the elements promise satisfaction
or frustration of the tendency.

It is easy enough to conceive of
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situations Where things over whioh the actor has no control
are yet means to the satisfaction of his desire.

This would be the

case, for example, if one's mortal enemy we~ to •lip on the wet
grase during a duel, thus enabling one to dispatch him. Either
the tems are not equivalent. or the criteria for means and condi'!"
tions are not correctly stated• and should be the same as for positive and negative value-objects.

Both pairs of terms are tunotion-

ally descriptive, and cannot be applied unequivocally to si!lgl.e em-

pirical objeota.

'ZDaniecki point• out that po1itive value-object•

may oe qualified negatively (and vice veraa); while Paraona point•
out that •practically all the concrete things in the situation are
part ccmditions. part 11.eans.• 1 It the two pairs of terms are not .
equivalent. they are at least cloeely related.

2

Pareons•conoeption of the normative orientation of action
iJlplies that the actor is motivated by a •Hntiment• which is equivalent to the •intel"est•, •purpose•, •attitude", or •tendency• al-

»eady encountered in the other accounts.

The phrase •normative

orientation• appears to be equivalent to "definition of the situation•:
•.•the tel"!ll nomative will be used as applicable
to an aspect, part or elelll.ent of a system of action
if• and only in so far ae 1 it may be held to manifest or otberwiae involve a sentiment attributable
tooneor more actors that-soaething is an end in
itselt--:regardless of its status as a means to any
other end (1) for the mabers of a collectivity, (2)
tor so:me portion of the members of a collectirtty, or
(3) for the collectivity as · a unit.3
le Ibid., PP• 43 tr.
2. Cf. Chapter IV this thesis.
3. Ibid., P• '15• (Italics are mine)

Jl
So conceiTed, a •norm• haa its origin in the desires or sentiments of the actor or actors, and the concept •nomative• involves both the perso.tfB and group•s'\tefinition ot the situation•,
although Parsons apparently has in mind the group's definition:
A norm is a verbal description ot the concrete course ot action ••• ngarde4 as desirable,
combined with an injunction to make certain future
actions conform to this course. An instance ot a
no:nn is the statement: 'Soldiers should obey their
commanding officers.,l
Although Parsons does not use the phrase "definition ot the situation", it we accept the tact that the situation is defined in
terms ot desires, and that desires have their origins in persona,
and

that norms lll.8D.itest these desires, then the conclusion that

the •normative orientation" of action is equivalent to the "defi- ·
nition ot the situation" (both personal and social) eeems to follow.
XI.

George A·. Lundberg

Although George

Lundberg has been regarded as one of the

most behaTioristic of the sociologists, in his latest book, Foundations of Socioloq. 2 he praises 'J'. F. Brown tor his applicatiou ot
field theory to sociological material and makes a strong appeal for
field theory in sociology on his own behalt. 1 '!he •situation•4 or
field, according to Lundberg, consists of:
1. Ibid.
2. NelrYork:

The MaCllillan Company, 1,39.

3. Although he holds that the gestaltists have shown a

•tendency to make fallacious assumptions regarding the nature of
the situation ae a whole". (Of-. ~ • , note 13, P• 1.30.)
4. Lundberg credits Thomas with original emphaeis on the
term,!!?!!•, PP• 170-130.
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• •• the responding entity and its total en'Vi.roament regarded a• a closed ayatem not in:f'luenosl from
the outside • • • • The field of force is here, a• in
other sciences, defined as that segment of the universe which tor given purposes of study, with the
sensory and symbolic apparatus we COlllllal1d at preaent, • tind it convenient or relevant to define
as the aituation.l
It is possible to abstract a situation as a closed system from
the universe of data, because both the actor and the observer respond selectively to only a part of their world, oy reasons ot the
limitations of the sense organs and the adjustment problem immediately faced.

Lundberg •phasizes that the soeiological field, or

the aituation, ia to be regarded as a!!:!!!. of reference, a ~ atruct, which may include purely •sociological• regions that may
or may not ban definite geographic boundaries. 2 Thus the pas·t
and

the f'Uture are SJ'lllbolically represented and are responded to

by the actor, along with other a:,abolic representations like gods,
demons, taboos, beliefs and ideologies, regardless ot any physical
existence in their own right.

They are to be included aa part ot

the field. 3
Behavior is to be regarded as a manifestation of energy within a field ot torce, and is to oe e:,:plained mainly in terms of the
structure 01' the field in which it takes place, rather than in tel'll8
of the individual characteristics of the behaTing entity. 4 As a systa of energy paseing from one form to another within the field of
1. !!?!!•, P• 103.
2. Ibid., P• 10?.
3. Ibid., PP• 121-122.
•• Ibid., PP• 103-104. Of. Brown and Lewin on structure ot
the field, Chapter IV, section i; this thesis.
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tore• 1 behavior 1 s determined by attractions and repulsion-iabalances caused by si:milarities of differences of any kind:

status, age, sex, economic, or any others.

BehaTior is a re•

ciprocal process--that is, interaction.
Like Parsons, lmldberg emphasizes the conceptual nature

of the term situation, as over against the view that there is
some definitely delimited portion of concrete existence which
should be called a situation.

That portion of concrete existence

to ·t,e included within the situation is detemined by the adjustment problem of either the actor or the observer.

This Nlective

response is the process ot defining the situation, and it takes
place with reference to the future and any other things which can .
be represented symbolically.

Lundberg prefers to speak of •tension•

rather than "desire", "interest•, or

S9Jll8

other more common term,

and makes it clear that •value• is not t h e ~ of an action, but

is used simply as a syabol to design.ate that toward which people behave so as to retain or increase their possession of it, or so as to
decrease or avoid possession of 1 t.. The former is called positive
value, the latter negative. 1
Aside fl'ODl his insistence on the essentially syabolic nature
of the tel'lll8 situation, value, tension, future, Lundberg's account
agrees very well with the foregoing aocounts.

Although Lundberg does

not make it explicit, means, conditions or barriers and ends, or goals,
are accounted for in field theory. 2
l.

2.

Ibid., P• 272.
Cf. Chapter IV, section 4, this thesis.
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The deTelopm.ent of the concept situation has been traced

traa its origin in c01111aon usage through the contributions of a
number of sociologists and closely allied social scientists.

It

has become clear that the tem is a symbol standing for a oonstruot1 or frame of reference in terms of which one can think
about social behaTior.

It is not a symbol which applies defin-

itely to a specifically portion of reality which can be recognized as •a situation" if one knows what to look for, as one can
recognize "a dog", if he knows what to look for.

There is little

trouble · in deciding how much of reality is the dog and how much
is not, but the amount of concrete reality to be included in a
situation depends upon the particular problem facing the actor
or observer.
As a construct of the observer, the situation inTolTes, at

the very minimum.:

(1) the actor

(2) in an environment

U) which

be defines with reference to (4) the act by which he proposes to

satisfy his desires.

In its silllplest form, the situation-construct

is a combination of the constructs •actor and enTironment,. and
"stimulus and response n.
In the couree of the discussion the terms •subjective• and
"objective• have been singled out for later critical treatment,
1. Webster defines a •construct• as "an intellectual construction; an object of thought which arises by a synthesis or ordering of terms, elements, or factors; as, every sense perception is a
construct". er. Webster's New International Dictionar of the
English l.4D8u!ie (Second edition, unabridged , Springfield: o. & c.
Merriam Comp~, 193.5, P• .5'72.
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and the phrases •actor's situation•, •observer's situation•,

"within the actor• and •outside the actor• have been adopted
tor the purpose or this study.
Major problems centering around each of the constituents

of the situation-construct have been suggested tor consideration
in the appropriate chapters to follow.

CHAP1'ER III

THE SILJ' IN THE SOOI.AL SITUATION

In the ccnparatiTely short period in which l!IOOial psychology
has been attempting to deal with problems lying between the more
traditional fields of sociology and psychology there has been considerable interest in the origin, development and morphology of
the "self" in relation to the social situation.

William James,

:r • M. Baldwin• Josiah Royce, Charles H. Cooley, George B. Mead,
Sigmund Freud• R. :S. Park,

:z.

W. Burgess, L. S. Cottrell, Florian

ZDaniecki • and :Karle Eubank, to mention only a few, haTe made illportent contributions bearing directly on t.his relationship.

It

is the purpose of this chapter to examine and com.pare these contributions as they may- throw light on the central problUl of this
thesis:

the significance of the concept •1tuation as a tool in

the understanding or sociologi cal phenODll9na.
I.

Organi811l and EnVironm.ent
A "situation" always inTOlves an actor in an environment.

From the observer's point of Tiew, these two factors may seem to
be

perfectly distinct.

He sees an o.rganism, alive and struggling

in an environment which is cam.posed of the inert physical world
and other organism••

The moment an analysis of the organism is

begun, however, either

or its morphological structure or ot its

characteristic behavior, it is seen that the two factors

JllUSt

be

studied in conjunction.

The organism

modifies its enTiromllent,

and the enviromnent modifies the organiam.--a dialectical process

which is the very fabric ot the life process.

The relative im-

portance of •heredity" and •environ:ment" has been a long standing problem in the biological sciences, and a subject ot so mueh

controversy that it can only

oe

mentioned here as essentially the

sue problem. on another level ot description as that to be discussed in this chapter.
cal studies by

c.

It may be noted, however, that embryologi-

M. Child, 1

G. E. Coghill~ and others, have em-

pb.asized the extremely close interdependence between the living
cell or organia and its immediate enviromnent, until it seem• that
the older question as to which is the!!!!!. important is baaed on

an

assumption ot independence between the two which cannot be made.3
II.

William. J"ames
William J"ame•' now famous ehapter on "The Consciousness of

Selt" appeared in his Principles of Psychology in 1890. 4

The first

thing J"ames points out is that the boundary of the self does not
coincide with the boundary of the body or organiam..

A man's tame,

his children, his works--all 11&.y be much dearer to him than hi• own
body, and are called "mine" as it they were a part ot him.

In con-

trast to this, men have disowned "their very bodies • • • as prisons
1. Cf. "l'he Individual and Environment from a Phy'siological Viewpoint", in""ifue Child 1 The Clinic, and the Court, PP• 127-155. Ct. aleo
Child, c. M., Physiological J'oundations ot Behavior.
2. £!.· Anatomr and the Problem ot Behanor,
New York: Th•
Macmillan C01111.pany, 1924.
3. Ct. Brown, 1. F., Psrchol°ff and the Social Order, New York:
KcGraw-RillBookCoapany, 1936, PP• 7-68, 260-273.
4. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1890, Vol. I, PP• 2,1...w1.

of clay trom which they should some day be glad to escape."

l

The self is thus a tluctuating material.
~~widest possible ~ • however, .!.
man's Self is the sum total of all that he CAN call
his, notonly Ms body and his psychic powers, but
his clothes and his house, his wife and children,
his ancestors and friends, his reputation and works,
his lands and horses, and yacht and bank-account. 2
The couti tuents ot this widest possible self', according
to James, may be divided into two classes:

the first appearing

as the material self, the social self, and the spiritual self';
and the second class known as the •pure ~go•.
~

Material

~

includes the body, the clothes, the

father, mother, wife, and children.; the home and all those other
material things which in varying degrees are capable of being
called "mine"• ·
A man's Social Self is •the recognition whie¾l he gets from
3
his mates••
Man. is a gregarious animal, holds James, who likes
to be in the sight of his fellows and who has an innate propensity
to get himself' favorably noticed by his kind.

To deprive a man. of

all notice would be the most •tiendish punishment (that) could be
devised, were such a thing physically possible11 • 4
Properly speaking, !. ~!!.!_!!.many social
selves.!!..!!!!!'!..!!!. individuals !!2. recognize~ and
carry an image of him in their mind. To wound any one
of these images is to wound him. But as the individuals

who carry th• images fall naturally into classe•,
n may- practically say that he has as many different social selTes as there are distinct group• of
persons about whose opinion he cares. He generally
shows a different side of himself to each of these
different groupa. 1
Because a man does show a different self to eTery different
group to which he may belong, his social self may show a diTieion into several selves, which may or may not be in harmony
with each other.
of split

1•es mentions the possible social etiology

personality in t.his connection, .

By the Spiritual

2

§!!! 1am.es does not refer to anything

mystical or detached from the body.

The spiritual self ia •a

~an's inner or subjective being, his psychic faculties or dispositions, taken concretely".

Thus the abiltty to argue and '

discriminate, the poseesaion of a "moral •nsibU.ity and consoi-

ence" or an "in4omitable will•, are all m.anifestations of the
apiri tual eelt and bring feelings of pride or shae.

The spiritual

self is •the active element in all conscioueess"; it is what "welcomes or rejects• the feelings coming from the outer world and the
body.
It is the home of interest--not the pleasant
or the painful, not even pleasure or pain, as such,
but that within us to which pleasure and pain, the
pleasant and the painful, speak. It is the aource
of ettorl . and attention, and the place from which
appear to emanate the fiats of the w111.3

1. Ibid., P• 294.
2. 'it'"'should be recalled that 1811les wrote in the 188o•e,
when the word •spiritual• was perhaps more acceptable than now in
a scientific treatise. The reader would do well to disregard uy
special feeling he may haTe for the word.
3. Ibid., P• 298.

The •spiritual self", as the seat of interest and action, not
to be identified with the organism as a whole, apparently answers the qualifications of the •ego• or •actor• in the analytioal sense of which Parsona speak••

1

2

The~ !e is the sense or personal identity from moment to moment and day to day, a phenOJ11.enon more difficult to explain than. would appear on the surface.

3

l!'or the purposes of

this ehapter, the •spiritual selt- and the •pure ego• aay oe considered as practically the same thing.
While 1ames does not use the term nsituation•, his treatment

ot the self is certainly situationally oriented.

The pure ego and

the spiritual self have their seat entirely within the actor; the

:material self extends over a number of things in the enviromuent,
•pirically quite outside the actor; while the social self does not
even e:dat without other individuals who carry an image of the actor
in their Jli.nds.

The social environment is thus a sine 9,ua .!!2!, of

the social self and parts ot the material self.

Furthermore, the

social self changes from group to group, or indeed from person to
person.

"Self feeling• is projected into the environment,

and

the

social environment in turn projects itself into the actor in the
1. er. fomer quotation, II, p. 28.
2. "Ego" is the Greek and Latin word for •r•, and appears
in many accounts of the self in a different sense from the meaning which the Freudian school has atven it. This should be kept
in mind in the accounts to follow.
3. The problem of the "Pure Ego" is deeply involved in philosophical issues which 1ames discusses, but which would lead much too
far afield for more than passing recognition here.
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torm ot the social selt.

There are no clear-cut boundaries

between the selt and the environment, either physical or social.
III.

J'ames )[ark BaldWin

J'our years atter the appearance of William J'eraes • Principles,
'
1
J'aes Mark Baldnn•s Mentel Development in The Child and The Race
we.s puolished.

Baldwin• s account of the eelt was enlarged and u:..

tended in his Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental Develop-

!!!l2 three years later. The central core ot Baldwin• s theory, as
it appears in the latter work, is •the dialectic ot personal growth•.
This is an account of the developmental stages in the origin of the
social selt.
Th~ Projectivi !!!I!. is first in order of develo1D9nt.

In ·

this stage the· child has a tendency to recognize differences in the
personalities or those about h1a and to adapt himself to theee personal differences. There is a strong sense of uncertainty in his
dealings with persons because they stand for a group of e::r.perienoes

unknown to him and unpredictable in their effect upon him.
~

Subjective .!!!I!_ is ushered in when the child begins to

imitate persons about him.

His acts of 1mitation are accompanied

by feelings within his body--stresses, strains, resistances, pains,
the feeling of effort, etc.

By

the assilllilation of these subjective

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1894.
2. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1897 •
3. Not •projection" in the sense uaed by the Freudian school.
Baldwin's meening is nearer that or · •1nterojection• in the Freudian
sense. BaldWin'• term •ejection• has some similarities to the
Freudian tem "projection•.
1.
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experiences to his actions in imitation ot others, the child
becomes aware ot his own body and selt as differentiated from
others and their acts.
~

Ejective stage naturally follou when the child at-

tributes the same subjective feelings to others .in the perfomance of their actions as accoapany his own.

The to1"118r •projects•

are now "lighted up•, •clothed on with the raiment · of selfhood,
by analogy with the subjective•.1 The child realizes that others
alao have "me's", he ·•ejeots" the properties of himHlf into hi•
eocial enTiromnen.t, and thus acquires a social eelf.
By

attributing selves to others, the child learns that he

is a self in their eyes.

"The •ego• and the 'alter• ~re thus born

together,• both •essentially social; each ia a sooiu• and each 1•
an 1m1tat1Te creation•.

2

The ego and the alter are two poles ot

the same _thought, and it 1s 1.llpoHible to think of the • l t without thinking of the other.

Not only because they are twin-bc!>rn,

but because by imitation the self is constantly tranefoming the
abilities and attribute• of the other into the self, alter and
ego are inseparably connected in thought.
SO the dialeotiO may be read thus: my thought
of self ia in the main, as to its character as a personal self, tilled up with DlY' thought of others, distributed Tarioualy as individuals; and my thought ot
others, as persons, is mainly tilled up with myself.
In other words, but tor certain minor distinctions in
the filling, and for certain compelling distinctiona
between that which is immediate and that which is objective; the ego and the alter are to our thought one
.!!!!.!l!!. same t h i n g . , - - - - l. SOcial and Ethical Interpretations in Mental DeTelopment, p.14.
2.

.ill!•,

P• l,S.

3. ~•• P• 18.

As

alter and ego are both present in each social self,

the one which manifests itself in overt action depends upon the
other persons involved.

It they present •uncertain, ominoue, domin-

ating• instructive features, or novel imitative features, then the
self is •subject' over against what is 'projective•.
adapts himJself, he imitates, he serves and learns.

l

The child

If the other

peraons are telt to be thoroughly known, however, and nothing new
is expected from them, if, for example, they are younger brothers
and sisters whose

total content can be supplied out of the actor••

own ego, he supplies that content by "ejecting" or reading a per-

In this action the aotor's •alter• of a pre-

sonality into them.

Tious time has become the "ego" ot the present situation.
The growing child is able to think of self
in varying terms as varying social situations im•
press themselves Upon him.; so these Tary'ing thoughts
of self, when made real in the persons of others,
call out, by the regular procesa of motor discharge,
each of its own appropriate attitude.2
Ego

and alter are inextricably iatel"Wove•, present together

in thought, present together in interaction, now one receiving
overt expression, now the other, but developing together.
dialectical process there is a growing sense of
~

!!!!!,!, •• • •

social .!!!!,,

~

ill short,

sociu•".

In the

.!!!f. ~ includes

.!!!!, !!!!_.!!!!,!!.~bipolar.!!!!,,

~

3

Not only the self, but the actual wants are "in every case the
outcome of the social situation•, alfunotion of the situation as a
whole•. 4 Baldwin says •1t is absurd to endeavour to express the
Ibid., P• 24.
ill!•' P• 30.
3. lE!!· t P• 30.
4. ~·, P• 31.

1.
2.

entire body ot his (the actor'•) wan.ts as a tixed quantity
under such a te:rm ot description as 'seltiah' or 'generoua•,
or other, which has reterence to one class only of the varied
situations ot his lite".

1

The self which actively manifest•

itselt in any situation is a union of these socially oondi tioned
wants or interests and the social suggestions o;perating in the

present situation.

Moreover, the self which manifests itself in

a given situation is just as truly a part ot the self as an:y
other, whether it comes fl'Om "habit• or "1uggestion".
Baldwin proceeds to give the name "habitual self11 to the
"80lidified mass ot personal material• which has grown out ofpast experience ot both poles--the

ego

end the alter-and which

the actor has "Worked into a syatematic whole by his series of
Thia habit aeries has clustered around the ego pole, as

acts•.

it were.

When the self finds itself in a situation where an un-

known alter is at the other pole, it is tor the moment in the
"projective 1tage", and the actions it then exhibits are called
the "accomodating selt". 2
But the self i• not yet ocaplete, and does not become so
until the child is placed 1n situations where he is forced ,12. obey
against .!!!, !:fil• In this case, neither his habitual selt nor his
aooomodating self ii adequate to the situation.
iaating

~

When tllis new~-

is taken into the self the ehild beecnes a JI.Oral,

1. Ibid., P• Jl. (A statement like this in the heydey ot instinct theory is notable indeed.)
2.

~ • • P• 40.
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ethical being.

In the absence of the father or others who co-

eroe · h1m, the child asks h1maelf how they would do end hesitates

.

to act as either hia habitual self or accomodating self would
dictate.
• • • he be~ins to grow accustomed to the presence
of something in hilll which represents his father,
mother, or in general the lawgiTing personality • • • •
The socius becomes more and more intimate as a lawabiding self of his own.l

This new self is the "conscience•

1 it

represents the •ought• as

a moral command of the social enVironment and the weight of tradition.

It is a part of the self, and like the other parts, is

ejected into the enTiromnent so that the actor expects others
also to act according to moral imperatives •iDlilar to his own.
The 'ought' Contes right up out of the 'must'.
Transfer the self to be obeyed from the enTiromunt
to the inner throne, make it an ego instead of an
alter, and its authority 11 not a whit changed in .
nature.J
And so the self 1• CClllplete and autonomous, including both

the ego and alter, arising out of the dialectical procees of •projection•, "subjective filling out•,and •ejection", and manifesting itself in three principal ways:

either as the "habitual self",

the •accomodating self", or the •dominant, lawg1Ting, moral self•.
Com.paring Baldwin's account with that of 1amea, it may be
noted that both emphasize the proce•• of •ejection•, to use
Baldwin's tem--that is, the self and its attributes are extended
to persons and things in the environment.

1. Ibid., P• 55.
2. Supra, P• 57.
3. Supra, P• 58.

The reciprocal procesa,
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that is, the internalization of things empirically in the environment, by imitation or a like process, is not emphasized
by Jam.es, although his account of the social Nlf implies that
the judgments of others are made one's own judpents.
What James calls the ••piritual self" may be equated to
the •ego pole" as Baldwin describes it, as they are both em.bodied
in organic feelings most closely connected with the processes of
wanting, straining, desiring, putting forth effort.
dating self" postulated by ·Baldwin

may

The •aocomo-

be directed toward either

persons or physical objects, and so may embody parts of both the
"material and social selves" as described by James.

Baldwin's

distinction is one of function. James' distinction is one of content.

Baldwin says, amplifying James' account of the social self,

that the persons who occupy the alter position "divide roughly into
two classes:

those from whom he learns, and those on whom he prao-

tices.•1 . By implication , it may be aupposed that the material objects could be divided in the same way.

The two accounts thus

supplement each other.
Baldwin is one of the first to •phasize what seems to the
writer to be a most important idea:

that the self is conte.ntly

transfoming the abilities and attributes of the alter into the
self.

The self thus becomes like the alter~ and the different

alters w1 th which he comes in contact will thus be retlected in
the make-up of the self.

It the formal make-up or structure of

the situation (or totality of alters) can be characterized, it
1.

~ - , p. 23.
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would seem that it might be postulated that in tune, the fonnal
structure of the self, or its "morphology" would come to approximate the structure of the situation.

That hypothesis is the

burden of this. chapter, and the following material adds weight
to it.
IV.

J'osiah Royce

One of James' colleaguee at Hartard UniTersity was Josiah
.
1
Royce, whose book The Wol"ld and the IndiTidual appeared the s•e
year as Baldwin's Mental Denlopnent in The Child and The Race.
Royce's interests were primarily philosophical and ethical, but
in certain respects his treatment of the self agrees quite closely
with that of James and Baldwin. 2 After a discussion of the traditional division of the self into the "higher and the lower" selves,
Royce concludes that the so-called "higher" self is sanething which
comes from without the individual:
We all of us know, or ought to recognize, how
powerless we are, or should have been, to win aey
higher selthood, unless influences from without-whether you know them as mother love, or conceive
them as the promptings of the diTine Spirit, or Tiew
them as the influences of friends and of country-have brought into us a truth and an ideality that is
in no ordinary sense our own private creation.3
Moreover, Royce recognizes "many various selves, all clustered together in what

we

oall the life of a single individualM:

l • .New York: The MaCJllillan Company, 1894, Lecture VI, "The
Human Self," PP• 245-277•
2. Royce says: "My friend, Professor Baldwin of Princeton
University, has independently worked out a theory of the psychological origin of Self Consciousness, and a doctrine about the eTolution
of the reactions of Ego and .Alter--a theory- which I am on the whole
prepared to accept, and which agt'ees with the considerations that I
myself have been led to develop.fl Op. cit., P• 261.
3. ~ - , p. 2.52.
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(We) have in some sense, as many selves
as 1'8 have decidedly various offices, duties,
ty:pes of training and of intellectual activity,
or momentous variations of mood and eonditions. 1

There is a "certain totality" of tacts, holds Royce, which one
views as more or less a part of himself as distinguished fr0111
the rest of the world of Being--one•s countenance, his physical
needs, his body, and his clothing--change in any of which materially changes one's view of himself.

In addition to this external

or corporeal Self which is empirically accessible, there is an
equallI empirical and phenomenal Self• of the inner life, "the
series of. states of consciousness, the feelings, the thoughts,

desires, memories, emotions, moods•.
are not always the seme.

On

2

But the Self and not-Self

occasion one may dramtically address

himself as if he were another, criticize and condemn himself, or
obsene himself in

a

relatively impersonal fashion, •• if he were

a wholly alien personality.

The ~ascillation between the Self and the non-Self are to
be explained by the fact that the distinction between the two has

a Social origin) The ability to distinguish either the Self or
the not-Belt depends upon a memory or 1Jlagination of the 11teral
social relations in which one has engaged.

Self-consciousness

arises under the persistent influence of one's social fellows.

By

imitation and ttfeeding upon social models• the self grows, always
with consciousness of the alter a step in advance of consciouenese

1. Ibid., P• 253.
2. Ibid. , P• 257 •
3. Ibid., p. 261.

of the Ego.

By questioning, learning, and practicing upon

others the things he sees about him, the self, COlllposed of
both

Ego and

Alter, is deTeloped.

in any literal social situation, namely,
one is aware of ideas, designs, interests, beliefs,
or judgments, whose expression is observed in the
form of acts, words, looks, and the like, belonging to the perceived organi8lll8 ot one's fellow-men.
In strong contrast, both in the way in which they
appear 1n the field of our sense-perceptions, and
in the current interests and feelings with which
they are accompanied and blended, are the acts,
words, and other expressions, of our own organiam,
together with the ideas, designs, and beliefs which
accompany these acts.l
Both Alter and JCgo are embodied in any social relation, there\

fore, and find their place as two masses of mental contents,
empirically given in experience.

Attached to the experience

of the Ego are a.ii the "warm and enduring organic sensations"
coming from one's own oody, and strengthening the contrast between JCgo and Alter, in· spite of the tact that the Alter is
given in experience.
One carrie• these literal social situations into h-is inner life, and "liTes in the company of imaginary persons,• epitomizing, abstracting, idealizing, reorganizing them in coutl.tless
ways:

Hereby the contrast between Ego and Alter, no
longer confined to the relations between my literal
neighbor and myself• can be refined into the conscious
contrasts betnen present and past Belf, between my
selt-oritice.l and my naive Self, bet1f8en my higher and
lower Self, or between my Conscience and my impulses.2
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directed toward the outer world, however, the Self is pri-

marily a matter of purpose.

Consciousness thus has its "In-

ternal Meaning". A purpose seeks eJCJ)ression in other objects,
however, and thus has its "External Meaning•.,

l

Primarily, then, the contrast of Self and
not-Self camee to us as the contrast between the
Internal and the External meaning of this present
moment•• purpose • . In the narrowest sense, the
Self is just your own present illpertectly expressed
p\llsation ot meaning and purpose--this striving,
this love, this hate, this hope, this tear, this
inquiry, this inner speech of the instant's will,
this thought, this deed, this desire--in brief,
this idea taken ae an Internal Meaning. In the
widest . sense, the not-Selt is all the rest of the
divine whole of conscious life--the Other, the
outer World of expressed meaning taken as in contract with what, just at this instant ot our human
form of consciousness, is observed, and, relatively
speaking, possessed. 2
Although Royce's treatment of the self is deeply submerged in ethical considerations {most of which have been omitted
here) it is surprisingly sociological in its interpretation.
Royce and J'&llles were closely connected in their academic lite
at Harvard. It is now known to what extent one might have influenced the other, but their accounts of the self are highly
similar in their recognition of the inner self which is the seat

ot desires, etc., the "material self", and the many •social selves•.
Royce's account 11 eimilar to that of Baldwin in the emphaaie
on the taking of the alter into the self and making it a part ot
the personality.

The •naive•, "lower", •impulsive" self is thus

added to and eontrolled by the "self-critical", "higher• •conscience".

l.
2.

Supra, P• 2'10.
Supra, P• 272.
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The

self which is built up by "feeding on social models" will

include those models who afford outlet tor the purposes and desires of the impulsive sel'f, no doubt, as well as those alters

who dominate, suppress and prohibit.

The "ego pole ot the habitual

self", the "dominating self", and the •aceomodating self" postulated by Baldwin thus tind their counterparts in Royce's "naive,
lower, impulsive" self, the "higher, self-critical, conscience",
and

the part ot the alter model• who afford an outlet to the de-

s iring self (not explicitly distinguish~d by 1Royoe') .. .
V.

Charles Horten Cooley
Cooley's account of the self, appearing in his HUlllan Nature

and the Soc·i al Order,
Cooley uses the tem

1

is easily equated to the foregoing accounts.

"I"

in much the same sense that James uses

"spiritual self", Baldwin •ego pole of habitual self", and Royce
"lower, impulsive, naive selt"•

'I' means primarily self-feeling, or its expression, and not the body, clothes, treasures, ambition, honors, and the like, with which this feeling may be connected • • • • it refers chiefly to opinions, purposes, desires, claims, and the like, concerning matters that involve no thought of the body. I
think or feel so and so; I wish or intend so and so;
!. want this or that; are typical uses, the self-feeling being !Hooiated with the view, purpose, or object
mentioned.
However, the

"I"

is only one part of the selt,

It should also be remembered that 'my' and
'mine' are as much the names ot the self as 'I',
and these, of course, commonly refer to miscellaneous possession.3
----,,--,_.,..1. New York: Charles Sorinber's Sons, 1902.
2. Ibid., PP• 140-14.5.
3. Supra, P• ·14.5.
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Cooley's most diatinctive contribution to the theory_ot
the self is his account of the •1ooking-glase selt•:
In a very large and interesting class of
cases the soQial reference takes the form of a
some•h•t definite imagination of how one's selfthat is any idea he appropriates--appeara 1n a
particular mind• and the kind of self-feeling one
has is detemined by the attitude toward this attributed to that other mind. A social self of this
sort might be called the reflected or looking-glass
self: 'Each to each other a looking glass, Reflects
the other that doth pass.•l
This self I which is seen by the actor in the react.i ons of other
persons, has three principal elements. according to Cooley. The
first is the actor's imagination of his appearance to the other
person; the second is the actor• s imagination of the judgment
which the other person passes upon him; and the third is the
actor's self-feeling resulting from that imagined judgment.
This self-feeling may be pride or mortification at appearing
so to the other person.
Cooley emphasizes that it is only within the general life
that the social self is possible, for it arises in the process
of oo:mmunication between persons and can find its scope only in
a social enviromnent:
That the 'I' of common speech has a meaning
which includes some sort of reference to other persons is involved in the very fact that the word and
the ideas it stands for are phenomena of language and
the communicative life • • • • Where there is no coamunication there can be no nomenclature and no developed thought. What we call •me•, •mine', or •myself' is, then, not something separate from the general
life but the most interesting part of it• a part whose
interest arises from the very fact that it is both general and indi~idual.2
1. -Supra, PP• 1,1-152.
2. ~ - , P• 149.
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The logical, processual, developmental relation between the
self and the environment is thus emphasized by Cooley as it
was by Baldwin.
Cooley's "I" hu the same characteristics•• the •spiritual eelf" posited by Ja:mes, the "ego pole" posited by Baldwin,
and the •ego" posited by Royce.

It is the motive aspect of the

aelt--that part concerned with feelings ot effort, of desire,
of striving.

It drives and impels to action.

The parts of the

selt expressed by "my'" and "mine" are to be equated to the "material selt• as Jam.es described it, and the "looking-glass self"
corresponds to James' •social self".
That the self-feeling aroused by the social reflection may
be one of pride, hence SUJBriority, or one of mortification, hence
inferiority, indicates that Cooley's reflected social self, like
the material self may be classed either the "dominating selt" or
the •accom.Odating self" as described by Baldwin.

When the social

looking-glass tells one that he is superior, or may be proud ot
himself, it may be supposed that the "dominating self" may tend
to impose or "eject" the moral rules for the behaTior of those
inferior to him, to u.se Baldwin's terminology.

When the looking-

glass tells one that he is inferior and should be ashamed of hia•
selt, the •accomodating self" is shown.

Cooley's account of the

self is thus in these respects quite compatible with those ot
J'emes, Baldwin, and Royce.

n.

George Herbert llead
Because )lead was not a systematio writer, his work•,

w1 th the exception of a few journal articles, did not appear

in published form until after his death,
temporary of Jamea, Baldwin, and Cooley.

1

but he was a conThe central conten-

tion in all of Mead's work is that the social act is absolutely
prilllary in the genetic sense:

organisms acting together come

first, and out of this soeial process meaning, value, self, mind
and consciousness arise as products.

llead criticizes Darwin for

aasuming a consciousness in an organism prior to the social act,

2

and also Cooley and James tor tailing to account for the oriiin
of the aelf.

}

The self ia by no means the same as the physiological organism, , according to, Mead, although of course it would not exist without an organimn..

An organi• llay-, and does, act in a

Tery intelligent faahion before the self appears.

The organim,

before the appearance of the self, may react to parts of 1ts body
as stimuli, but insofar as it does, they are regarded as parts

of the environment in general.
The individual organism does not set itself as a
whole over against the environment; it does not as a
whole become an object to itself (and hence is not aeltconscious); it is not a whole a stimulus to which it
reacta. 4
1. Two volumes, Minda Self, and Society, Chicago: The UniTersity of Chicago Press, 1934, and The Philosophy of the Act,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 19}8, were gathered together from Mead's miscellaneous papers and student's notes of his
lectures by his colleagues in the Philosophy Department at ~he University of Chicago. The material included here 1• from these t110
volumes.
2. Mind, 8elt and Sooiet1, P• 18,
}. _ill!., PP• 173, 224.

4. _ill!., P• 136.

S.5
Until there is the ability to be an object to one's selt,
there is no selt. How does the self then arise?
The selt arises in the social process, according to

Mead.

By •taking the role of the other•, that is, by re-

sponding to one's actions as another would respond to them,
the individual is enabled to gain a perspective, as it were,
from which he can look back upon himself.

He has become .an

object to himself and •ees himself as others see him.

There

are really no new factors in the equation, that is, there are
no elements that were not present in the interaction between
the two organisms.
crete situation.

Both roles are played overtly in the conThe difference -is that this situation, con-

taining two organisms who were objects to each other, whose
actions had meaning tor each other, who each reacted to the
future action of the other and so regulated the proaress of
the present action-this social situation has become internal-

~!!.~
11

organism, who is able to take the roles of both.

Mind is nothing but th~ importation of this external process

into the conduct of .the individual so as to meet the problems
that arise.• 1
The organization of the self is simply the
organization, by the individual organism, of the
set of attitudes toward its social ennronment,
or as a functioning element in the process of
social experience and behavior constituting that
environment--which it is able to take. 2

1. Ibid. 1 P• 188.
2. Ibid., P• 91.
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The ability to take the role of the other is limited at
first.

In his play activities, the child takes first one role

and then another, and is in succession the fireman, the fire
engine, the fire horse, the bear, the Indian, the policeman, and
so on through the repertoire of "others• with which he is acquainted.

When he begins to engage in orgenized gemes, however,

like baseball, he is foroed to take' the role of not only

~

other at a time, but of_!!!, the others upon whom his actions depend for their effectiveness.
other" has begun.

The process of •generalizing the

This process of incorporation of roles and

generalization of the roles does not stop until it encompasses
the organized comm.unity or social group trithin which the indi. vidual lives, and may even be extended to the world at large by
a process of religious identification with all others, and extended to the material world by treating the objects of nature
as social beings, as does the poet. l

So

tar as the •generalized

other• is organized and consistent in its activity, the individual personality will be organized, unified and consistent.
The self is the individual reflection of the general systematic
pattern of social or group behavior in which it and all the others
are involved.

The structure of the self is the str11cture of the

situation--the structure of the social process as a whole.
Mead divides the self' into the "I• and the

ttme•.

The 11!18" is

the part of the self which is canposed of the roles of all the
•others• which one himself takes.
1.

ill!•,

PP• 279-280.

The "Me" is the social situation
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mirrored in the individual.

As

Kead puts it, the ll)[e""de-

temines the sort of expression which can take place, sets
the stage, and gives the cue."

1

The "Me" is the set of social

eontrols within the person, in tems of which he criticizes himself 8lld controls his impulsive actiTity.
The "I" is the act of the self which takes place on the
I

stage set by the "Me".

It is the response issuing out of the

life process of the present moment, and is always to some degree uncertain 8lld unpredictable.

The "l" is never brought into

direct experience, but always appears a moment later as a memory
image, and by this time is already a part of the ")[e". Mead says:
The sensitivity of the orge.niam brings parts of
itself into the enrtroment. It does not, however,
bring the life-process itself into the enviromnent,
and the COllplete imaginative presentation of the organism is unable to present the living of the organim. It can conceivably present the conditions under
which liTing takes place, but not the unitary liteprocess.2

'
The

"I"

is thus the more or less unknown, impulsive, and unpre-

dictable response to the set of controls represented by the "Me"•
Together, the two are a process which constitutes the self.

With-

out the first there would be , nothing novel in experience; without
the second, there would be no conscious responsibility.
The fact that every self in the situation is a reflection
of it, or is constituted in terms of it, is not at all incompatible
with or destructive of 1nd1vidual1ty. 3 For every self has a
Ibid., P• 210.
2. Ibid., PP• 174-175•
3. Ibid., P• 201.

1.

-

peculiar place and standpoint in that organized structure, and
so retleots a particular and unique aspect of it.
Mead

holds that a multiple personality is in a certain

sense normal, tor while the larger oamunity to which one belongs
mq remain aore or less the same• and so preserve the unity of

the personality, still the •elf does not express itself in full
in every particular situation.
We carry on a whole series of different relationships to different people. We are one thing to
one man and another thing to another. There are
parts of the self which exist only for the self in
relationship to itself. We divide ourselves up in
all sorts of different selTes with reference to our
acquaintances. We discuss politics with one and religion with another.l
It will be readily seen that Mead's "I" corresponds closely
to the •spiritual self" of J'em.es, to the 11.ego pole of the habitual
self" of Baldwin, to the "naiTe, impulsive self" of Baldwin, and
to the "I" -of Ooibley. Mead explicitly com.pares the "Me" to the
Freudian •censor",

2

or as it later came to be known, the "Super-

Ego", although he takes issue with Freud as to the nature of the
"Id" or "I". Mead holds that the Freudians confine their attention to the sexual life and self assertion in its Tiolent form,
Whereas in the normal situation, the "I" may not be a sexual response at all.

As the "I" is simply the present life process it

has many points in comaon with the l'reudian "Id", but is much more
inclusive in the type of behavior it manifests.

The "Me" includes

the roles of both persons and things, and so is comparable to James•

1. Ibid., P• 143.
2. Ibid., PP• 210-211, 2;;.
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"material and social nlves• end to the broader self ot
Cooley, which includes the "mine• and the "looking-glass
self". Mead's "Me" is also to be equated with Baldwin's
"accomodating and dominating selves• inaamuch aa the "Me•
includes those aspects in the situation which further the
action as well u those which are condit iona to it.
VII. Sigmuad Freud
~ud describes the personality in terms of a dynamic
systea in which every action, triTial, banal, or pathological,
is fully determined by factors which may or aay not
nized by the individual.

be

recog-

That is, part of the determining

factors are conscious while a great number of them are unconscious, and hence less subject to rational control.

The energy

of the system is derived from two inherited instincts, Eros,
the love and life urge, and the Death urge.
unsweeping urges CCBD.prise the Id system.

1

Both of these primal,

The Id is the uncon-

scious source of blind, hedonistic wishes and desires.
knows only one law--that ot gratification.

The Id

The tendencJJ of the

individual to satiety the Id desires is called the Pleasure
Principle.
l. Freud, s., Civilization and Its Discontents, (trans. by
joan R1vie re), New York: De Vinne-Hallenbeck Company, 1930, P• 97.
Also, Freud, s., The Future ot an Illusion, Edinburgh: Horace
Liveright and the Institute ot Psychoanalysis, 1928, P• 11. Also,
Freud, s., Reflections on War and Death, (trans. by A. A. brill and
Alfred B.:Juttner), New York: Kotfat, Yard and Company, 1918, PP•
60-61. For an •~•ition of Freud's theories in short coapas, !!•
Hendricks, Ives, Facts and Theories of Psychoanalyaie, New York:
Alfred A. Knopf.

The child, oorn with this original equipnent, 1• not permitted gratification of his desires tor long. He satiafies both
food desires and infantile sexual desires at the mother's breast,
both of which are denied free gratification when he is weaned.
With this outlet for the Id tensions blocked, the ohild finds
another outlet in anal gratification, but the enforcement of regular toilet he.bits by the parents, he is again frustrated.

The

dynaic Id tensions now center about the genitals and gratification is obtained by masturbation, but this practice is also forbidden by the parents.

The Id tensions are finally blocked in

and the child passes into the •latency period" at about the age
of five or six years, not to manifest conspicuous sexuality again
until the period of .Adolescence • .
In the process of coming into contact with frustrating agencies, the self has been differentiated tram the environment, and
another dyD8Dlic system has been built up-the~•

The function

ot the Ego is to mediate between the blind urges of the Id

and

the

demands ot reality, providing the urges with gratification whenever
possible, and blocking their expression when that expression would
cause pain.

Thus, the Ego is said to be governed by the Reality

Principle.
While still in the period ot Infant Sexuality, the male
child is supposed to form a sexual attacmaent to the mother and an
intense hatred tor his father, whom he blames for his frustration. 1
1. The Oldipus OOlllple:x. The corresponding attachment ot the
female child for the father and hatred for the mother is known a•
the Electra Complex. The process is somewhat more complicated in
the case of the female than in the case of the male.
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At the same time the father is feared for the vengeance he
might take if the hatred is shown.

In order to control the

expression of hate, the child takes the father image into hi•
own

personality in the tom of the Super-!s2.• Hate of the

father is accompanied by a love for him at the same time, however, a phenomena called "ambivalence"; and this love of the
father facilitates the identification with him necessary to the
formation of the Super-Ego in his iaage.

It is the formation

of the Super-Ego which makes the transition from the period of
Infant Semality to the period of Latency poasible.

The Super-

Ego represents the social control• as symbolized by the father
within the personality structure.
In spite of the aura of sexuality surrounding Freud's account, which is entirely missing from the previous accounts, it
is not hard to see certain close resemblances.

The self grows

out of the situation (a word which Freud does not use) and this
acoOlllplished by the internalization of factors in the situation
witll which the organia 18 forced to contend.

Freud emphaaizea

the trustrative aspects of the environment almost to the exclusion of other aspects, but this is perhaps partly explained by
the fact that he was primarily interested in pathology which arose
from the frustrative aspects of Victorian, middle class, nineteenth
century Viennese so<:tety. 1 In spite of a radically different trpe
1.

£!.• Horney, Karen,

New Ways in Ps,:choanalysis, New York:

W. W. Norton Company, 19.39, for an introduction •o the way-a in
which psychoanalytic theory is being modified and incorporated

into the more pedestrian type of social psychology and psychiatry.
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ot approach, Freud arriTed at a theory ot the structure ot
the personality which is recognizably similar to those which
have been reviewed.
Baldwin, the writer believes, has given a brilliant anticipation ot the Freudian theory ot personality structure, and
one closely corresponding to it.

1

The similarity is strongest

between what Ealdwin calls the "d0111.inating, lawgiving self" and
the Freudian "Super-Ego".

Both are modeled after the father im-

age, both take their content from cultural prohibitions, and both
exercise a restraint upon the other functions ot the personality.
The "accomodating self" performs practically the same functions
as the Freudian "Bgo"-a function of proTiding means of protection and expression to the more primitiTe original self--the part
of the self which consists of adaptive techniques.

The "habitual

self" does not correspond quite so closely to the Freudian "Id".
The difference, however, is one of content and not of function.
The former includes both original and socially conditioned wants.
desires, and assertiTe tendencies of all klnds, whereas the "Id"
is conceiTed by Freud as a sort of 199lling reservoir ot original,
non-moral, desires and urges, largely sexual in nature, and expressing love and hate in their most primitiTe unbridled form.
1. The possibility of cross fertilization ot ideas between
Freud and Baldwin seems to be most meager. In 189'7 Freud was still
thinking primarily in terms of the "conscious" · and •unconscious"
rather than in tems of "Id", "Ego", and •super-Ego". Moreover,
very little was known of Freud in the United States until about
1909 when he lectured here, and shortly after when Dr. A. A. Brill
began to translate and champion Freud's works in this country.
Whether Freud was influenced by Baldwin is not known, but again,
this does not seem likely.
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However, both the "habitual self" (especially in its earliest
tom) and the Id are most closely centered around the self-pole
and embody the dynamic motive aspect of the self.

The "Ego" or

"accomodating self" and the Super-Ego or "dominating self" have
originally the nature of the alter, and become functioning parts
of the self only by a process of internalizing actions, techniques,
characteristics and attitudes of persons in the environment.
Pllrado:rloal as it may eound, James• "spiritual self" bears
a good deal of resemblance to the Freudian •14• and in its func-

tional, if not in its "moral" aspect.

Both the "Id" and the

"Spiritual self" are the "home of interest•, the "source ~taotivity", the innermost part of the self which carries with it the
feeling of assertion, wanting, or willing, and fora the part of
the self •to which pleasure and pain speak"•

l

And as James•

•spiritual self" may oe equated to Be.ldwin's "ego pole", Royce's
2

"naive, impulsive self" or "Ego", and Cooley's and Mead's "I",

so also may the Freudian "Id" be equated to them in its functional
character.
James•, Royce's, and Cooley's distinction between the

•ma-

terial" and •social" selves is based upon a different criterion
from the distinctions drawn by Baldwin and Freud, and hence do
not correspond to either the •accomodating self" and "dominating
self", or to the "Ego" and "SUper-Ego".

er.

The

basis of the former

previous quotation from James.
The reader should recall that "Ego" is as bread a word
as "I", or self. The similarities pointed out between these accounts is not based upon the name given but upon the way the postulated portion of the personality functions. It should cause no
confusion that Royce's "Ego" does not correspond with the Freudian
"Ego".
1.
2.
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distinction is whether or not the parts of the self taken over
frolll or identified with things in the environment have a material or a social content primarily.

The basis of Baldwin 1 s and

Freud's distinction is a functional one:

whether or not these

material and social things aid or hinder the expression of the
desires represented by the "ego-pole" or the ~Id".

The content

of the Freudian "Ego" or 11 aooo.modating self" might thus be both
material and social, while the same holds true for the "SUper•
Ego" or "dominating self".
other.
VIII.

The distinctions complement eaoh

They are not contradictory.
Robert E. Park and Ernest

w.

Burgess

In their Introduction to the Science of Sociologl,

1

Park

and Burgess distinguish between the "indirtdual" and the •person".

ETery individual who comes into the world as a biological organism
acquires a position in society which is his •status". When the
individual Mquires status, he becomes a person.

The term •person"

is taken from the Latin persona, referring to a player in a drama.

The players in the early dramas itore :masks to deeignate their personality, .and played a number of different roles by assuming different masks.

2

In society, every person more or less consciously plays

a role, according to the expectations of others, and according to
l. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1921 {Seventh
Impression, July, 1930), P• 55.
2o Cf• Park, R. :E., "Behind 0ur Masks," Survey. LVI (May,
1926), 135-139• ~•o, Jemeson, s. H., Introduction to Social Interaction, Eugene: University of Oregon Mimeograph (unpublished),
193'7, PP• 30-41. Also, Lint.o n, E. Lynn, "Masks," The Gentleman's
Magazine, CCXLII (January•June, 1877}, 186-195.
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his own desire to maintain or raise his status in their eyes.
In the end, the masks one wears, the roles one plays, become
a permanent part of the personality.

l

Masks thus do not always

involve duplicity, although they are often used for the purpose ·
of concealing one's true feelings or abilities.

One's conception

of his role in society is his "self", according to Park and
Burgess, and is an essential part of personality, although not
the whole of it.
AB the conception of the self is based upon the person's

status in the social groups of which he is a member, "it follow•
that an individual may- have many •selves' according to the groups
to which he belongs and the extent to whioh each of these groups
is isolated from the others". 2 The individual is not, moreover,
influenced in the seme degree by every group to which he belongs.
If the personality is to be conceived as including both indi Tidual aspects and •person• aspects, the analysis of Park and
Burgess does not differ radically from the previous accounts.

The

emphasis on the status assigning aspect of the social enTironment
stresses the evaluation placed upon the reflected self as Cooley
expresses it.

The particular •self•fealing" which the reflected

self arouses depends upon the status assigned the actor by those
in his social enviroment. What we have called the "structure of
the self" does not mceive explicit treatment from Park
but their account supplements those already examined.
1. Park, op. cit., P• 137.
2. Park and Burgess, op. cit., P• 55.

and

rurgess,

6;
IX.

Florian Znaniecki
According to Znaniecki, the social agent in the social

situation is not only a subject of action directed toward others as social objects, but is also an object of their action
as subjects.

When the actor realize• this, he is said to be

•self-conscious•, and his own personality, as he imagines it
viewed by others, thereupon enters into his social situation.
His own person, as it appears to others, becomes one of' the
factors upon which the satisfaction of his social tendency in
the expected reactions of others depends.
Dooley's term:

Znaniecki adopts

•the reflected Self" to refer to the self viewed

as an object, but adds that it applies as well to a group as to

a person, as Park and Burgess also indicate.
The reflected self of a human being or a collectivity he.a
been constructed out of past experience in which there has been
a realization that the self is an object of others, and. its '
content is thus chiefly social.

In spite of certain factors,

such as a name, a particular origin, etc., the reflected self
tends to fall into a type classification or into a oOJ1bination
of them, based upon the group to which the person belongs, or the
type of functions or qualities which he exhibits.
true of collectivities.

The same holds

Znaniecki also emphasizes that "in a par-

ticular action only a certain aspect of the reflected self cames
into consideration--the aspect which is supposed to have a bearing
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upon the expected reaction of the social object."

l

Since the

situation, according to Zna.D.iecki, is coteminous with the extent of the action, it may be said that the self manifested
differs w1. th each s1 tuation.

Znaniecki holds that there is a

tendency tor this particular aspect of the self to persist
throughout the action.

It is only with difficulty that the

subject can take a different Tiew of himself, once a particular
Tiew has been taken for the purposes of the action.

The retlected

self, like all other elements in the situation, is subject to
evaluation.

It usually has a positive Tal.ue before the action,

says Znanieoki, except in relatively rare cases of Toluntary self
abasement, or in the case of active subordination to the will of
a superior.
Znaniecki's treatment is so similar to Cooley's and Park
and Burgess' that little C0llllllent is needed.

It is incanplete when

ccmpared w1 th the foregoing treatments, but quite agrees w1 th them.
1o1,Ueetions might be raised to the statement th.at the self usually
bas a positive value before the action, in view of the fact that
there are many social situations in which \he actor plays a subordinate role, perhaps with even a strong feeling of inferiority
or shem.e, and in fact is largely motivated by the desire to regain
or establish a higher status.

Reflected selves~ as Cooley points

out, may evoke either a feeling of pride, or a feeling of shame.
1.

PP• 79-95•

"The Social Situation" in The Laws of Social Psychology,

6'1

x.

Earle E. Eubank:
In his Concepts of Sociology, 1 Eubank: proposes a View

of the "single hum.an being" in some ways quite similar to that
of James.

The single human being can be viewed as a "hierarchy

of selves•, according to Eubank, first the physical, biological
self which is called the "biohom", second the social self, called
the "socius" after Giddings,

2

and third, the "personality•, cor-

responding to Jam.es• •spiritual self". Eubank's "biohom• is not
so inclusive as James• "material self", as it includes only the
biological body and not the things called "mine•.

The term •per-

sonal! ty" is used in quite a ditferent sense from that in which
Park and Burgess use it~ and is not so satisfactorily defined as
is James• "spiritual self" to which it corresponds.

It is re-

ferred to as the "distilled essence" of the single human being.
This "ascending hierarchy of selves• oanposes the sins+•
human being, but he is also divided "vertically, so to speak, by
the succession of events, experiences, and situations in which
he participates". 3 The side of the selt which is shown in a particular situation is called a •person" or a •situation-Self",
corresponding to the meaning Park and Burgess give to the term
"person•.

The biohom, the socius, and the personality are all in-

volved and express themselves to some degree in any given situation
self. Eubank believes that the term •situation-self" is to oe preferred to "group-self" as more inclusive, since there are situations
New York: D. c. Heath and Company, 1932, PP• 106-110.
Giddings, F. H., Inductive Sociology, New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1901, PP• 9-10.
3. Eubank, op. cit., p. 106.
1.
2.

£!.•
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in which a self may be manifested which are not primarily group
situations.
The true unit of any group is not the socius
which can never appear in his entirety at any one
time; nor the psycho•physical biohom, that indiTiduel which is the self stripped of his social
accretions. 1

The situation self is the "true societary unit ••• the lowest
cmmnon denominator when we undertake sociological analysis of
any group"•
Eubank

calls attention to the way in which the •person"

reflects the situation.
be

A letter wr1 tten to a maiden aunt will

sober and formal, while one written to a bosom friend will be

intimate and self-abandoned.

The self which appears in church

is a different self from that which appears at the Saturday night

"stal"• Moreover, these •situation-selTes" are relatively constant for that type of situation.

This is explained by the tact

that "each situation, by its very nature, provides a characteristic
and fairly constant set of stimuli, hence the evoked responses ~ll
also be characteristic of that situation and fairly constant to it".
Although these situation selves may differ diemetrieally
from each other, this is not to be interpreted as prima

!!.!!!. eTi-

dence of ineincere •mask" behaVior, for each represents only the
particular elements in the personality orought out by this particular situation, and •each is authentic within its context and
situation•. 2
l. Ibid.,
2. i'bid.,
true persoii'tiiat
mask." (p. 109)

PP• 108-109.
p. 109. Eubank goes so far as to hold that •No
the sooius may present in any situation is a
This contention is intended as a flat rejection

Eubank would surely not deny that there are many eases
where the actor intends to deceive, end in this sense at least
"wears a mask".

If' it is assumed that he would admit that there

are such cases, then his statement:

11

No true person that the

sociu.s may present in any situation 1s a mask" demands an explanation.

It must mean either that the socius may ]lll"esent sane per-

sons that are not "true• persons, or that the action of decei'Ying
should not be called a "mask1'.

The first alternative is rejected,

as the entire tone of Eubank's argument is that all the persons a
socius may present, no matter how inconsistent, are still "authentic"
• • • "true persons•.

"Each one is a veritable and

~

fide self,

even when in diamevrio opposition to some other self.). The action
of deceiving in a given situation must then be a "true self" in
that situation.

2

of the implication of the etymology of the term •person". Eubank
says: "'Phe word person is derived from the Latin persona, the name
of the mask worn by performers upon the stage. The implicata.on of
this etymology would be that each person as defined above is but a
mask for the true self behind the mask. 11 {p.109) As a matter of
fact the etymology of the term does not necessarily have this implication. In the Greek dram.as where masks were employed, all of the
·players wore masks, and there was no implication that they were attempting to hide anything. The theatres were large, and large masks
w1 th mouths fashioned like megaphones were employed to make it possible for those in the back rows to see and hear. The masks were
thus·a means of indentifying and expressing the character. Within
~ conte&t 2,!_ ~ .P.!!l_, the •persona• were the real players.
The
masks were not used to show that one character was deceiving another
character. Neither the etymology of "person" nor that of "maskn
necessarily implies duplicity. If 11v1earing masks" applies equally
to behavior expressing the personality in the situation and behavior
concealill§ certain desires, then Eubank's statement would appear to
'be unjustified, and on the contrary, it may oe said that fil •persons"
are masks, including behavior sometlllhas called "natural", "maskless"
or "frank" •
1. Ibid., p. 109.
2. Of. Baldwin, this chapter.
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This confusion of words, like others which have been
noted in this study, is traceable in part to the failure to
state the point of view.

If the actor were to express himself,

he li4,ght say that in some situations he is his "true self", while
in other situations he wears "a maak".

To the scientific observer,

this means simply that some situations affect the actor's behavior
in one way, some in another.

From the viewpoint of the scientific

observer, one self is as "true" as another, tor each appears in a
given type of situation, and by "true" the scientifi~ observer
understands •that which ~xists under given conditions"• it, indeed,
he uses the term at all.

If, under given conditions, the actor

"wears a mask", then that action is .also

included in the actor's

"true self", according to the scientific observer.

It is the

actor's •true self" to wear a mask in that particular situation.
XI. K.

w.

Burgess and Leonard

s.

Cottrell

Burgess and Cottrell utilize the concept of "role" in much

the same way that Mead uses it, but with a mo:re specU'ic, experimentally v~ritied content. 1 A role is described as a pre-established reaction pattern with aceOlllpan,-ing expectations of complementary roles to be played by others.

These reaction patterns and ex-

pe~tations are conceived to be •complex integrations of wishes and
attitudes appropriate to a given role 1~ a given field of social interaction, such as the response reaction".

2

l. Predicting the Success or Failure iln Marriage, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939, PP• 174-177.
2. lli!•, P• 174.
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According to the authors, every person has a repertoire
o:f' roles which have been taken over, more or less unconsciously,
:f'rom the early social enVironment, particularly the family, and
made more or less permanent.

They

may

conform to cultural stere-

In any given situation a

otypes, or may be highly individual.

role may be manifested in composite :f'om, or even in a :f'om antithetical to that the actor manifested in the situation from which
the role was taken.
A role appears to have the nature of a well defined, more
or less permanent "situation-self".

In some

ways

the tem "role"

is to be preferred to the term "situation-self", however, because
it places emphasis on the way the individual acts directly rather
than on what he "is•.

In order to describe what a situation self

"is", one must describe the action, and the term "role" implies
directly that a •situation-self" is nothing more or less than a
way

of acting.
It is to be noted that persons have . a repertoire of roles,

some of which are antithetical to those usually overtly played.
If the person "takes the role of the other•, as Mead holds, it is
to be expected that in time these •other" roles, which may be antithetical, also become a part of the personal! ty, and appear in
situations where they are appropriate.
XII.

Summary
On the basis of the foregoing treatments of the self, some

of which have been speculatively derived and some of which have
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grown

out ot intensive observation and case work, it is sug-

gested that a personality can be regarded as a totality ot ways

ot acting, which can be divided into three major habit systems
with regard to the way in which they manifest themselves:
(1) The system ot motives which arise out ot the physiological functioning or the self' as an organism, felt as desires,
needs, stresses, impulses, atirrings to action of all kinda.
( 2) The system ot means-roles which are taken over trom persons in the social situation and consist- of ways or techniques of
satiatying and expressing the motives which provide their dynamic
beginnings.

These roles may be directed toward either pereone or

material- objects in the situation, and involve expectations ot
complementary roles.
(3)

The system

ot barrier-roles which are taken over from

persons in the social situation and consist ot ways of' acting which
inhibit or bar the expreas1on ot the stirring motives.

The•• roles

y be directed against the self in order to control illpulaive
action, or, in situations where it is possible, may be directed
outward toward other persons or objects.
It 1$ postulated that the roles taken over by the actor,
and 1 ater manifested overtly, will depend upon the structure ot
the situation, how the actor defines the situation, or has it defined tor him by others.

The following chapter ia devoted to the

definition and structure ot the situation.
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action, or, in situations whel'ft it is possible, may be directed
outward toward other persons or objects.
It is postulated that the roles taken over by the actor,
and 1 ater manifested overtly, will depend upon the structure of
the situation, how the actor defines the situation, or has it defined for him by others.

The following chapter 1• devoted to the

definition and structure of the situation.

►

CHAPl'ER IV

THE DEFINITION OF THE SITUATION

Th• purpose of this chapter 1s not to present a definition of the term •situation• for the reader, but rather to inquire into the nature of the a cti vi ty by which the actor "defines• the situation in which he acts.

I.

The Situation as a Field of Stimuli
In psychology the term situation has been widely used to

designate the total :mass of stimuli acting upon an organi•m at
any given moment. l
in its reference.

The term stiJl.ulus itself is not unambiguous
It may be used to deaignate (1) the actual

energy-source outside the organism, such as a lighted electric
bulb, (2) the form of energy as it impinges upon the receptor,
such•• •green light of SOS :m.illicrons wave length", (3) an
energy-source w1 thin th organism, such as a hunger spaam of the
sto11ach muscles.

The term •situation• may be used in correspond-

ing ways and when used to designate the total set of circumstances

iJl the outside world and in the body of the organilillll is usually
called the •to~al situation•. 2
. · 1. . Ct. Watson, 1T. Bo, Psychology from the Standpoint of the
Behaviorist, Philadelphia and London: :r. B. Lippincott Campany,
1919, PP• 10-12; Thorndike, E. L., The Elements of Paycbolopa New
York: A. G. Seiler, 1905 (1911), P• 17; Bpri.ng, E. G., "Psycholgv
tor Eolectioe,• Psychologies of 1930, Edited by Carl Jlurohison,
Worcester: Clark University Press, 1930, P• 121; Allport, F. H.,
"Notes on Political Definition and Method," American Political science Review, XXI (August, 1927), 613; English, H. B., A student's
Dictionery of Psychological Terms, New York: Harper & Brothers,
1934 (Fourth l!'!dition), under •stimulus• and "situation".
2. er. Thorndike and Allport, op. cit. £!.• note under section VI, this chapter, for criticism of the term "total situation".

?4
II.

Concrete and Conceptual Situation
As

embodied in concrete energy-sources within and with-

out the body, the situation changes with every moment ot time.
Is it possible, then, ever to speak ot a situation as "being",
l

when it is constantly changing, "becoming"? In order to answer
this question a distinction must be made between the concrete
.

2

situation and the conceptual situation.

The actual empirical

elements in the situation which are the sources ot sensation and
stimulation may be said to comprise the concrete situation.
future act which the actor intends to perform is thus

of his concrete situation.
tended, hoped for.

As

~

a

A

part

yet, it is only hypothetical, in-

The thought of future action,, however, undeni-

ably influences the actor's behavior in the present, as he symbolically represents it to himself. 3 The future is a part of the
1. :Kube.Dk recognizes this problem in presenting his concept of the "situation self" (Th• Concepts of Sociology, New York:
D. o. Heath and 0011.pany, 1932, P• 10?) and answera that recognizable elements persist and may be identified despite the change.
The problaa eventually boil• down to the philosophic paradox of
"being and becoming" which has vend thinkers ever since the ~ ·
:tiae of Heraclitus and Parmenides. There is no attempt to solve
the problem. here.
2. This distinction corresponds rather closely with that
made by Koffk:a between the geographical and behavioral environment. The behaVior of the e.ctor as it appears to the bbsener is
called apparent behavior by Koffka, while the aetor' s behavior as
it appears to hillleelf is called i,henomenal behavior. (Ct. !!!!!,ciples of Gestalt Psychology, New York: Harcourt, Brace and Com.pany, 1935, PP• 2? ft.)
3. As Lundberg holds (Foundations of Sociology. New York:
The Kamaillan Company, 1939, p. 314.) Likewise, gods, demons,
taboos 1 beliefs and ideologies are reacted to as symbols, and
hende must be included as part ot the field or situation. (Ibid.,
pp. 121-122.)
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conceptual situation-the aituation which the actor constructs.
The situation as a concept or a construct in the mind of the actor
.embraces a span of · time and action which ie greater then the present "giTen moment"•

The concrete situation as defined by the actor becomes his
conceptual situation. What .span of time does the conceptual situation •brace? I.w:ulberg says:

"'l'he nature of the adjuetment problem

which confronts us determine• our definition of the situation.•

1

The apan of action which comprises the conceptual situation extends

from the moment ·an adjustment problem presents itself until the
problem is solTed.

This unit of action as the actor defines it
.

he.a been recognized b:, Parson• as the •unit act• ;
Thuratone as the •act•;'
unit;..

4

:by

2

by Mead end by

Jluenzinger as the •start-to-end-phase

b:, Tol.Jlan as the •behaTior act•;

5

by Dewey as the •problem

6

situation;" by the Gestaltists as •temporal or dynamic gestalts;•
and

1

probably by many others under similar or different names.

l. Ibid., P• 21?.
2. Parsons, Talcott, The Structure of social Action•, New
York: XcGraw-Hill Book COJ11pany, 193?, P• '13J.
3. Mead, G. H., W.ndp Selt, and Society, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1938, P• ix ff. Aleo, The Philosophy ot
the Act, Chicago: The University of Chicago Presa, 1938. Mead
build• his whole philosophy with the •social act• as a frame of
reference. Thuratone, L. L., •The Anticipatory Aspect of Consciousness," J"oumal of Philosophy, XVI (1919), 561-569 • .Q!• English, H.
B., A student's Dictionary of Psychological Tera•, •act", P• 3.
4. lhtenzinger, Karl, Psychology. The Science of BehaTior,
Denver: The World Press, Inc., 1939. Kuenzinger gives credit to
G. H. Jlead and Ko c. Tolman as strong influences in his thinking · (p.ll).
5. Tol.Jlan, E. c., Purposive Behavior of Animals and Men, New
York: The Centuey Company, 1932. Ct. "Glossary of Terms•.
6. Dewey, J"ohn, How We Think-;-New York: D. c. Heath and
Coapany, 1933, PP• 14-15, 100-101.
7. Koffka, K., The Growth of the Mind, New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1928, PP• '70 tt., 94, 108 • .Q!• Helson, Rarey,
"The Psychology of Gestalt, 1t The American J"ournal of Psychology.
XXXVII (1926) 44-45; Kohler, w., The Mentality of Apes, New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Cmpe.ny, 1927, PP• 99•100, 189-190, etc.
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The essence of all these accounts is that wllile behavior
is a continuous, on-going stream on the concrete level, it is
possible to analytically extract units of behaTior from this
stream for description.

In spite of the fact that the action

units are conceptually abstracted from the on-going stream of
behavior, this does not mean that there is nothing 1n the behaTior which corresponds to the abstract unit.

An

act on the concrete

level proceeds from the arousal of desire or motivation in the
actor, through a stage in which the situation is defined in tems
of the objects or conditiona which will have to be dealt with, proceeds to the manq,ulation or utilization of the necessary objects
and is consummated in attaining an object or state in which the de-

sire is satisfied.

In the more intelligent animals the whole act

may be present in incipient stages at a given moment near, its beginning, so that the latter stages of the purposed act enter into
control and direct present action.

The whole span of action is

thus brought into the actor's conceptual situation.
How long is a situation? The concrete situation is an affair of the moment, or even less. It is impossible to make the
m.Olll8nts short enough to evade the paradox of being and becoming.
The conceptual situation, however, may be as long as the actor
makes it.

Some organisms act only to satisfy immediate desires.

Their conceptual situation may be bounded by a hunger spasm at one
end, and by a full stomach at the other.

Other organisms, notably

man, may organize their present activities with reference to events ·
planned years in the future, or even toward a happy life after death.
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As a frame of reference within which the actor organizes

and directs his action, the situation is likewise a frame of
reference within which the observer may conceptualize and interpret the behavior of the. actor.

As

an observer's tool for

the analysis of action, the concept "situation" is flexible, and
will apply from the least to the greatest action span.

Anthropo-

morphism consists not in attributing a forward reference of action
to organisms, for it can be pragmatically proven that such organization of action doe~ tak• place; 1 it consists in failing to adopt
for the purposes of interpretation that span of action which actually does affect the present action of the actor.

2

The task of the ob-

server is to discover what the actor's effective conceptual situa-

tion is (as well as his effective concrete situation)• and to make
his interpretations within

fil!

framework, not his own.

Action, then, not time, is the more 1.mm!tdiate frame of reference in terms of which the actor delimits his situation.

The

unit

is a context within which objects, persons, and all that is concrete
or ·s ymbolic• gain meaning and value. ·
III.

The Structure of the Meaning-Situation
Meaning is always a complex fact, that is, involves a number

.

.

J

.

of terms in relation to each other. G. W. Ounninghem uses the term
1. ct. Tolman, E. c., ~• ~• "Docility" is the criteria of
molar, goal-directed behaVior and consists in the fact that such behaTior will show modification if at first it is unsuccessful as· a mean•
to the goal. If disrupted by a change in the situation, it will ahow
modification also and will tend toward the shortest ana eaeiest route
to the goal (p. 44)) • .Q!.• Kohler, w., op. cit., PP• 99•100, 189-190.
2. £!.o Kotfka, Kurt,., Principles of Gestalt Psychology, New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 193.5, P• 39 ff.
3. Cunningham, G. w., Problems of Philosophy. New York:t Henry
Holt and Company, 1924.
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"meaning•situation" to designate this complex of terms. He
points out that wherever meaning is present, analysis will disolose that it is made up of four distinguishable terms in relation to each other:
In such a situation, there are: (l) that
Which means; (2) that which is meant; (3) a point
of view or •perspective' in respect of which, or
•tor• which, the one means the other; and (4) aom.e
sort of context on the basis ot which, or 'because
of' which, the ene aeans the other.l
Cunningham is concerned with the purely logical structure of :meaning, but the meaning-situation is illustrated in concrete terms
wherever a motivated actor surveys his situation.

The actor him-

self provides the point ot view, and the projected act, from the
stirring desire, through -the utilization of means to the anticipated satisfaction is the context.

The object in the situation

which promises satisfaction is •that which is •ant", and the objects and actions utilized to ootain it constitute •that which
mean•"•

Telman calls this oanple::z: of relationships a •stgn-gestalt• 2
which consists of a sign-object (that which "mean•" the goal), a
signified object (the goal) and a signified means-end relationllhip between the two.

The environment of the actor thus appears
3
to him as a •means-end-field" in which coJlllllerce with means-objects

and subordinate goal-objects will get him to, or from, some relatively final goal-object.
le
2.

Tollllan emphasizes that in addition to

Ibid., P• 102.

Tolman, ~J:l•,

P• 4,53.

3. Ibid., P• 4,50. "Means-end-manifold," Means-end-hierarchY",
"Means-end:'iuccession," •Tool-succession•, etc. are used practically
synonomously.

'1'J
proTi.ding stimuli, the environment supplies the •behavior
aupports•1 necessary to the act.

Behanor can only take place

2

·by ha'Ving "commerce w1 tH" . · certain teatures of the environment; it cannot go otf i n ~ •
3
In speaking of the "structure of the situation•, Kohler

·means the relationships ot the objective (goal), the obstacle,
and the •roundabout way" which characterized the problem situations he set tor his chimpanzees.

"Intelligent behavior", Kohler

holds, •corresponded to the structure of the situation as a whole,
tor the apes characteristically looked around carefully with something like an inventory ot the situation•
into action.

4

before they broke sharply

It can only be assumed that the whole act was influ-

encing present aetion, Kohler says, for the intervening parts ot
the act, the taking of indirect, roundabout routes, often involved
movement away from the goal, the performance of tasks which were
irrelevant and meaningless unless regarded in relation to the whole
course ot the solution. 5
Mead

also holds that objects in the environment are approached

according to their relationship to the projected act.
landscape•• of these objects is built

UPt

A "tieldu or

organized with reference

to the way in which they can· be successively utilized in satisfying
the :illlpulse.
1.
2.

They are viewed as means to a goal.

Ibid.~ P• 439•
p., . 440.

Ibid.,

This organization

3. ~Mentality of Apes, PP• 3-4, 99-100, 189-190, .!!.•
4. Ibid., P• 190.
;. Ibid., PP• 99-100.

!!.•
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of the field occurs not only with reference to objects, but
also with reference to the acts involved in their manipulation.
One

performs a more distant conSUDDllato:ey act by means of prece-

dent manipulatory acts.

1

There is perhaps no animal on the whole scale of life which
is not able to utilize the action of its own body as a means to
or from objects immediately given in its environment. From this
elementary ability up to the extremely complicated meanin&tu.l behavior of man there are all possible variatiou, but wherever
there is an acting subject capable of employing some means to an
object separated from it, the elementary structure of meaning is
embodied in concrete elements.

This structure may not be grasped

in its entirety by the actor, but the structural elements are all
present.
When the situation becomes a social situation, that is, one
in which there are at least two actora, meaning takes another step
in its evolution, as Mead has shown.

2

Acts then became social acts,

that is, they are directed toward and modified by other actors as
social objects.

An

•observer" has been added to the situation, as

it were. Each actor is able to regard the act of the other in its
whole extensi~n, and is able to react to the •gestures" or beginning stages of the other's acts as symbols of the other's completed
act.

A dog, for example, may react to another dog's show of teeth

as he would react to the bite which the show of teeth means.
1. Mind 1 Self 1 and Society, PP• 277-278.

2. ~ • • PP• 75•82.

The
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•how of teeth is a symbol of the bite to come.
context within which meaning appears is
actor in the act of another.

shown

---

The act as a

externally to the

(1) 'l'h.e geature of the other is

that which means (the symbol), (2) the completed act of the other
is that which is meant (the referent), (3) the actor who sees and
responds to this meaning relationship represents the point of
view• and (4) the unit act of the other is the context within which,
and

because of which, the gesture means the completed act.
The evolution of meaning is not complete, however, until the

actor himHlf, from his own point of view, is able to regard!.!!,
~

act as a context in terms of which his own gestures have mean-

ing for him before he completes his act.

Perhaps it is only in

man that meaning reaches this state of development, and yet it
depends upon the same type of social situation found among many
other animals.

It is not a matter of adding new elements; they

are all present in the soci~l situation before this final development appears, and depend only upon a final internalization in one
actor so that his own gestures become symbols

~

~-

Th.is in-

ternalization is made possible by the tact that there is another
person to respond to the actor's gestures as if they were completed acts.

The response of the other organism indicates to the

first organism the meaning which his own gestures have.

For the

response 01' the other organism is in itself the beginning of that
organism's act to which the first actor must in turn respond. When
the first actor does make this response he is responding to the ·
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reflection of his own gesture, as it were. He is now •taking
the attitude of the other" toward his own gesture, and by re•ponding as the other responds, he learns the meaning of hie
own gestures.
The Ull.Consoioua •conversation of gestures• may now become
a deliberate process of communication in which one employs gestures for the specific purpose of signifying one's own meaning.
The •yabols one deliberately uses in this fashion are called .·
•significant symbols" by !lead.

1

John Dewey points out that
•• • things gain meaning when they are uaed as

!!!!!. ~ ~ ~ consequences, or as a

means

to prevent the occurrence of undesired consequences,
or as standing for couequen.ces for which we have t.o
disconr ~ • 2
The last point is important 9 •

Although meaning grows out of situa-

tions in which all the structural elements of a meaning-situation
are embodied in concrete elements, in particular situations, meaning may exist when the concrete elements are too rudimentary to
support action.

Or meaning may exist when obstacles or barriers

rather than. utilizable •means" intervene oetween the beginning
and

IV.

goal of the act.
The Structure of the Value-Situation
Value, like meaning, is a complex: fact involving: (1) th•

value object, (2) the satisfaction {or dissatisfaction) which the
1.
2.

Ibid., ·P P• 7.5-82.
Dewey, John, How We Think, p. 146.

object will give, (3) the organiam or actor for which the object has value, and (4) some sort of context on the basis of
which, or because of which the object means. satisfaction (or
diesatisfaction).

The structure of value-situations is thus

very similar to that of meaning-situations, and every concrete
situation embodies both meaning and value.
The context within which value arises is again the unit
act, this time, however, with reference to the

11

feeling quality"

or "emotional" aspect of the act rather then to its purely formal
structure.

The intended act can be conceived as moving from the

unpleasantnese of unsatisfied desire to the pleasantness of consummation.

Concrete acts may vary greatly in the extent to which

they embody definite feeling components--that is, some may be very
strongly motivated, others very weakly.

Concrete acts also vary

greatly in the degree to which they actually accomplish a passage
from a state of negative value to a state of positive value.

One

of the characteristics of purposive action is its fallibility, and
the actor may actually move into st~tes more unpleasant to him
than those he experienced previously.

This does not invalidate

the assumption, however, that the intended or oonoeptual act is
structured by the actor in such a way as to enable him to reach
objects of supposed positive value.
Value appears in the universe when life appears, according
to Ralph Barton Perry. 1 According to Perry, the world of inorganic
1.

The Moral Economy, New York:

1909, p. 11.

Charles Scribner's Sons,
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nature, for all its changes, transformations, and gigantic range
of temporal and spatial distance is a world utterly devoid of
1
.
!!.!!!!, because there is no life to introduce a bias, no object
acting in its own behalf and for its own preservation.

But with

the appearance of life, ~even the least particle of it, the rudest bit of protoplasm that ever made the venture", the world of
nature becomes an environment.

"The mark of life is partiality

for itself", and in its struggle to keep itself intact and bring
itself to maturity, the environment is divided into the good-for
and the bad-,!2!:.

The organism acts for its own preservation, it

embodies an interest, appropriating what it needs, and a-eoiding
or destroying what threatens it with injury.

2

Perry- goes to great length to establish with psychological

evidence the existence of "governing propensities", "sets", "drives••,
"interests", which are definitely directed toward goals, and which
are the source of persistent activity that may utilize any number
of different means to an ultimate satisfaction. 3 The arguments
need not be repeated here. Moreover, in the more intelligent animals, at least, this activity is not blind or random, but is selected on the basis of its "promise• of satisfactory results.

The

anticipatory stages of the act enter into the present stages, and
direct the future reference of the act.

The following conclusion,

well buttressed with evidence, is reached:
1. The reader may disagree with this if he wishes to contend
that we have no knowledge of whether or not inanimate things strive
in their own behalf.
2. :Eerry, op. cit., p. 11.
3. General Theory of Value, New York: Longmans, Green &
Company, 1926, PP• 186 ff.

8.5

Interested~ purposive action!!. action
adopted because ~ anticipatory responses which
it arouses coincide with the unfulfilled or implicit phase of ! governingpropensi ty. .-. interested or purposive action must be actively!!_lective, tentative, instrumental, prospective,
and fallible.I
Value is "the pecuiiar relation between any interest and
its object; or that special character of an object which consists
in the fact that interest is taken in it.•

2

Interests of all kinds

are characterized by a polarity of duality, that is, they are for
or against.

A given object may oe mgarded with desire or aversion,

liking or disliking, favor or disfavor.

The values assigned to ob-

jects may thus be divided into positive values and negative values.
The criterion of value 1a

~

whether the actor approaches or w1 th-

draws from _the object, for one may approach an object of negative

value in order to destroy it, or one may- withdraw from an object
of positive value in order to lure it closer.

Neither are the ac-

tual results of the object upon the actor in the oonswmnated act
an adequate criterion of value, for the judgment of the actor 1•
open to fallibility.

The criterion of value is whether or not the

object Ullder consideration is e!Pected to gratify the interest insofar as this expectation of future gratification or frustration enters in as a determinant of the present performance. 3
1. Ibid., P• 209. (ttalics are Professor Perry's.)
2. Ibid., P• 124. (It is thus not strictly proper to speak of
an object orcondition as a value in the substantive sense, as do PrQfessors Thomas and Znaniecki:--i't should be said that objects have value, as they are said to have meaning. "Value-object• is suggested as
a substantive term. Znaniecki calls the positive or negative character
of a value-object (a •value" in his terminology) its "axiological significance". £!.· The Method of Sociology.
3. Ibid., pp. 239-240. Other modalities of interest, hence of
value, posited by Perry are: inherited or acquired, recurrent or
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Professor

c.

M. Case, working m.ore or less independently

of Professor Perry, c•e to the conclusion that
values !!.! the selected objects of liTing things,
approved, rejected, or ignored according to their
bearing upon the drives, purposes, or ideals of ·
the liTing beings.l
Case agrees w1 th Perry

in every respect.

Mead says that Talue is "the future character of the object insofar as it determines your action to it". 2 vaiues are
the contribution of the individual to the situation.
not exist without him or apart from the situation.

They would
Objects exist

independently of the actor in the physical sense, of course, but
as ~-objects they are constituted by the actor.

The degree

to which the physical things in the enviroDJ11ent become valueobjects for the actor depends upon his ability to manipula18them.
The

~

of the human being, Mead says, are most important in the

constitution of objects or the building of an environment, for mediating between the beginning and of the act as they so often do, they
give rise to the recognition of a great numoer of objeots which
progressive, real or playful, aggressive or submissive, subjective
or objective. (p. 304) The term "interest" is not new to sooioiogists, and there seems to be general agreement as to its meaning.
Cf. Lindeman, :z. c., Social Discovery, New York: Republic Publishing COllpany, 1924, PP• 211-21& for a review of some of the
sociological, legalistic, political and economic usages of the
term. Definitions by Ratzenhofer, Sm.all, Ward, and Maciver, among
others, are quoted.
1. "The Value Concept in Sociology and Related l'ields,"
Sociology and Social Research, XllII (May-June, 1939), 411. Case
trace ■ the develoJ;8Rent of the concept of value in philosophy and in
sociology. It appears that before Professor Perry's and Professor
U~ban•s analysis, •valueff had an almost exclusively "positive• connotation in philosophy and eoonomics, whereas the sociological usage
has been in tems of both "positive" and •negative• value almost
from the first.
2. Mind, Self, and Society, P• 5.
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would be inaccessible, unusable, and hence unknown to an organism who had no mea.n.s of manipulating them.
Freeman makes a contribution to value theory in his concept or "detours".

1

He saya:

Hum.ans and even animals are capable of making
a detour and of provisionally accepting negative values which must mediate in the achievement of some desirable result with a positive value. But since the
end result or value is necessary, the means by which
it is attained are considered likewise necessary and
indistinguishable from the value itself. Beoauae
strong emotions are attached to the end they also oecome associated with the means. 2
This is particularly important on the social level.

Ways of act-

ing which once were adopted on a quite utilitarian basis are in
the course of time invested with the end value which they :mediate
-hence the emotional value attached to the folkways and mores. of
the social group.

If the old ways or acting are valued and re-

tained even after more economical or straightforward mean• are
available, they become detours, but individuals are forced to employ the old means nevertheless, and a certain approbriwn or imputation of immorality attaches to the emp4oyment of new unaccustomed aeans.

It is true of course that because of the intertwin-

ing of values an inefficient means to en original end may in some
cases find justification in its mediation to other end-values,
but in other cases the valuation of the traditional hurdles seems
quite arbitrary from the viewpoint of the outsider.
1. Perhaps this concept is to be traced to Kohler's "U11.Wege"
or "roundabout" problems. The idea is not applied to value theory
by Kohler, howe"f'er, and no illplications for social theory are
pointed out by him.
2. Social Peychology, New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1936, P• 125 ff.
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Freeman, like Perry and Case and Mead, indicates that
the organiam picks out, articulates, selects, those things in
the enTironment which e.re tunctionally significant in their
relationship to past experience, organic needs, interests, habits, and attitudes.

Values are both positive and negative.

Cooley says that the essential things in the conception
of value are three:

an organism, a situation, and an object.

1

The organism, according to Cooley• may oe anything which 11 ves
end grow1:

a plant, an animal, a person, a group, · an institu-

tion, a doctrine; but an organism of some kind is necessary, for
an object must be valuable !2_ sanething.

Anything which lives

and grows gives rise to a · special system of values,and ·consc~ousness of the motivating values (which are "real powers in life")
is not at all necessary.

The situation is "the immediate occasion

tor action• presenting a number of values which the organi

sur-

veys with reference to his action and out of which he selects

those things which promote his growth.

"Valuation is only another

name for tentative organic prooess.• 2 Objects are chosen because
they have instrumental value, because they "fit the situation",
because they "work•.
Although the objection might be raised that Cooley's use
of the term •organic• places him in a class with Spencer and the
biological sociologists, 3 the c·o nclusions he draws are believed to
be sound:

1.

Ibid., PP• 284-285.
2. Social Process, New York:

P• 284.
3.
come.

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1922,

The writer believes that such an objection could be overCooley's use of the tem •organic" is for the most part very

Because ot this organic character, values
vary with the time, the group, and the special

situation • • • no one aspect can be explained except by reference to the whole out of which it
grows. You can hardly understand how a man feels
about religion, for example, unless you understand
also how he feels aoout his industrial position and
about other matters in which he is deeply concerned
••• unless you grasp also the social medium in
which he lives. Any searching study of any sort of1
values must be the study of an organic •ocial life.
Cooley's approach to value is "situational• in every sense of
the term.
With regard to the "definition of the situation• or •valuation•, as he calla it, Cooley holds that the -process is usually
subconscious, both on the individual level and especially in the
"larger phases which related to the development of complex impersonal wholes•.

2

Throughout the course of time institutional. val-

ues may appear, impel men in paths no one foresaw, and wax stronger
by their unwitting participation.

In detining the situation, val-

ues are compared, generalized, and synthesized.
Conduct is a matter of the total or synthetic
behavior of the living whole in view of a situation:
it implies the integration of all the motives bearing on the situation • .Accordingly, when a crisis
in conduct arises the values relating to it, no matter how incommensurable they may seem, are in sane
way bro~ht to a common measure, weighed against one
another~
There is no suggestion as to how this takes place psychologically,

4

but Cooley holds that money is a medium in terms of which many
values are compared and weighed.
aimilar to the gestaltist•s use of it. Moreover, the term is coming back into favor. Cf. Lundberg, G., !oundations of Sociology.

PP• 168-170.
·1. Ibid., PP• 284-28;.
2.

3.
4.

Ibid., PP• 290-291.
Supra, PP• 329-330.
Woodwortll, "Situation-and-Goel-set," in Psychological
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In order to represent the structure of the situation,
the field theorists, Kurt Lewin and J. F. Brown have resorted
to the device of ordering all of the functionally significant

factors in the situation or "life space" to a "topological construet11.1

The whole situation is delimited by discovering what

is real or what has effects for the actor,

2

and its most import-

ant characteristics consist of the possible and the not-possible.

;

The situation is represented as a limited region which may be
4
either bounded or unbollllded.
Within this region other regions
may be delimited in as great a nwnber as needed to represent all
the concrete data which have functional significance for the person.

The degree to which the life-space or psychological field

is divided into other distinguishable spaces is its degree of
structure.

The life-space may thus be simply or highly structured.

Issues (selected papers), New York:

Columbia University Press, 19;9,
pp.- 149-160, suggests that"· •• each new perception leaves behind
in the nervous system a temporary .adjustment to the fe~ture observed,
until the whole situation becomes--not clearly mirrored in any one
moment of consciousness-~but dynamically represented by the sum or
resultant of these partial adjustments. If he (the person or organism) then thinks of some change that he can make in the si tuation and decides to make it ••• the intention to act (as another
partial adjustment, is 'built into the pree::dsting framework of adjustment to the total situation')."
1. Topology is a mathematical discipline dealing with spaces
in their most general form, with regard to their positional relationships, connectedness, boundedness, etc. Space in the topological
sense does not refer to physical space alone, but to all possible relationships and to all simultaneously existing facts which canoe
represented by logically constructed spaces. Thus physical facts,
social facts, conceptual facts, the possible and the not possible of
both present and future as of a given moment can be ordered to regions, boundaries, and proper relational positions. .Q!• Brown, Psychology and the Social Order, PP• 44-45 ff; and Lewin, Principles
of Topological Psychology, New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1936 (entire).
·2. Lewin, op. cit., p. 19.
3, Supra, PP• 14-16,
4. Lewin, K., A Dynamic Theory of Personality, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19;6, PP• 77-79.

►

►

The objects in the life-space:

quasi-physical, •social,

and -conceptual, are not neutral, but have positive or negative
"valence", that is, they seem to command, to summon, to request.
They have a "demand value" or Aufforderungscharaktere which renders them attractive or repulsive in accordance with the needs of
the organism..

Valence is the result of the fact that objects

have functional possibilities ·in terms of needs, desires, and
tensions.

1

Goals thus have positive valence and are ordered to specific
regions.

Barriers have negative valence and are ordered t9 the

boundaries between regions.

The person himself is ordered to a

region within the life space, and his relationships to the goal
and to the intervening regions and barriers is shown topologically
by the relationships of connectedness, separateness, inclusiveness,
etc., of the spaces.

In order to reach a goal it is necessary for

the person to make a "locomotion" through the intervening regions
in order to reach the goal.

A locomotion is a change in topological

2

position and involves a passage through regions, · which have the
character of "mediums", 3 that is, spaces through which one can move •.
Until a region has been reached, it often has the character of a
"thing"--tbat is, a sort of unstructured solid character.

4

1. ~ 2. Brown, op. cit., P• ;1.
3. Lewin, Principles of Topo~ogical Psychology, PP• 11;-117 • .
4. Ibid. It is believed by the writer that Lewin has been
led into soiiie""unwarranted physical-spacial thinking in making this
distinction. The essential characteristic of a region which is
called the "medium" character is the fact that it serves as a "means"
--a term which Lewin does not use. "Things" may just as surely~
"means" as may rooms, bodies of water, air, the interior of buckets,
etc., all of which Lewin uses to illustrate his point. "Means• ie
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Regions as mediums are characterized by some degree of
"fluidity", 1 that is, they may afford easy or difficult locomotion.

Barriers, in a similar fashion, have degrees of "perm-

eability" affecting the ease with which locomotions are executed
through them.

2

Degrees of freedom of locomotion depend upon the

number and fluidity of accessible regions and the nUJllOOI." and pemeability of barriers.
All activity, behavior, or locomotion is held to arise from
3
tensions in the psychological field.
These forces activating locomotion are ordered to "vectors" in the field, which have given
direction, strength, and points of application.

4

Vector is thus

the generelized topological term for definitely directed drives,
interests, or other motivating factors.

However, as vectors al-

ways arise out of the position of the actor and the goal in the

J>SYOhological field, they change with any movement, and so are
considered to be field determined and not of the nature of "enteleohies".

They are directed toward positive valences and away

from negative valences.
suggested as a more suitable term than "medium", which has an unfortunate physical-spacial connotation, although it may also be
translated "means".
1. Brown, ibid., P• 57. This term again has physical-space
connotations. Iftiiiie'dium" is the equivalent of "means", and if
"fluidity" refers to the ease of utilizing these means, then in
strict logic one would be forced to speak of the "fluidity" of a
hammer, for example, or some other means-tool. Translating data
into topological constructs has same very definite disadvantages,
at least in terms of linguistic clarity.
2. Ibid., P• .59. A criticism similar to those above might
be made.

3. Ibid., PP• 282-283.
Ibid., P• .59. £!.• Lewin, A Dynamic Theory of Personality,
PP• 80-81.4.

9J
Although the topological account of the structure of
the situation gives emphasis to the barrier and goals elements,
the terminology has tended to obseure the •means" element.

The

term "valence" gives recognition to both positive and negative
value objects.

l

In spite of the differences in terminology the

topologists give an account of the structure of the situation
which supports the foregoing accounts.

v.

Individual and Group Definitions of the Situation
In the sense that the person is a product of the situations

he has gone through, and insofar as the definition of social situations is a social process, personal definitions of the situation
· are always in some degree social as well.

It is true, however,

that in any given situation each actor will define his own situation a little differently, partly because of his particular position in the concrete situation and partly because of the different
apperoeptive mass of meanings and values which he brings from previous situations.
l. No single tem yet encountered serves to distinguish
satisfactorily those objects which have a negative character
simply because they stand as barriers between the actor and the
goal, and those which have a negative character because in themselves they are dangeroua to or threaten the actor. Tolman has
used the tem "negative goal" to indicate the latter type of object. Apparently there is no word in English with the precise
meaning of "meant object of ~gative value•. "Threat-object• is
a possibility, but there is a need for a single term. The term
•goad" has almost the desired connotation, and with a little usage would seem to be an acceptable antonym of' goal. Both suggest
impelling action, the goad unpleasantly, with a desire to get
away; the goal pleasantly, with a desire to reach it. The tem
"goad" will be used in this study in the sense suggested: to fill
an obVious linguistic gap. Both goads and barriers will be conceived as having negative value or valence.
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John Dollard, in his Criteria for the Life History.

l

dis-

tinguishes between the "private" and the "cultural" definition
of the situation.

The first is the situation to which the per-

son actually reacts, colored with all his past experiences, his
fantasies, phobias and all the special meanings which he assigns
to objects and acts.

The cultural definition of the situation

is "an objective view or a sort of average of what others would
recognize in it"•

2

••• the difference between our official or average or cultural expectation of action in a 'situation' and the actual conduct of the person indicates
the presence of a private interpretation. Where the
private version equals the official one we have
normal conduct.3
.
Dollard maintains that the scientific observer -must keep in mind
both the actor's "private" definition and the "cultural" definition
as he makes his study.
4

In his book The Unadjusted Girl TJ?;omas gives a great wealth
of concrete illustration of the way in which the family and the
New Haven: Yale University Press, 193.5, PP• 29-33.
Although Dollard does not distinguish between the two,
the "objective" situation is not the equivalent of the "observer's
situation". The observer's situation is just as private as anyone
else's, and just as likely to oe a special, distorted view. The
"objective" situation would have to include the actor's private
situation, the group's cultural definition, and the observer's private situation. As such, the objective situation can never be experienced--it must be constructed, built up, inferred, by putting
together all points of view. For a further discussion of this
point, cf. Chapter v, this thesis.
3-.- Dollard, op. cit.
4. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1923.
1.
2.

9.5
COJIUllunity define the situation for the members--by winks, shrugs,
nudges, laughter, sneers, coldness, gossip, epithet, law, publio
opinion, etc.

He also shows the conflict between the definitions

of the group and the spontaneous definitions of individuals:
The individual tends to a hedonistic selection
of activity, pleasure first; and society to a utilitarian selection, safety first. Society wishes its
membe»s to be laborious, dependable, regular, sober,
orderly, self-sacrificing; while the individual wishes
less of this and more of new experience. 1
When the ••primary defining agencies"--the family and the community-begin to break down and become less personal, individual behavior
begins to show abberrations and departures from the established
ways.

Social disorganization as the oreakdown of group control

over the behavior of the members is essentially a multiplication
of individual dlefinitions of the situation over a common social
definition.

In Prilllitive Behavior Thomas has gathered a great mass of
anthropological material illustrating the astonishing diversity
of ways in which even simple behavior patterns or .natural events
are defined in different culture groups.

2

On

the personal level,

definitions of situations are represented by judgments of the things
within them as to their harmful or helpful nature and a decision of
a course of action.

On

the social level these definitions and the

patterns they initiate are represented by:
1. Ibid., PP• 42-43.
2. er. Benedict, Ruth, "Configurations of Culture in North
.America," American Anthropologist, XXXIV (1932), 1-2?.

••• moral and legal codes, political policies,
organizations, institutions, etc.; they originate
in adjustive reactions, are developed through language, gossip, argument, and conflict; there appear
special definers of situations--medicine men, prophets, lawgivers, judges, politicians, scientists;
culture epochs .and mass conversions •• • are inaugurated by the propaganda of definitions of
ntuations.l
In short, the whole mass of cultural values of a group represents their definition of all the situations with whicn they
are :t"emiliar.
Situations may be vaguely or clearly defined by the individual.

He may or may not have a pat and prepared definition

to apply to them.

The child is constantly finding for himself

in situations which he has never met before elements which remain merely ~things" until he has defined these elements.

2

When

a "thing" is placed in relationship to known objects and to the

interests and desires, it gains meaning, value and functional significance.

It is then called an "object", for it has a definite

relationship to the "subject"--the actor.
Persons in the actor's situation are assigned value and meaning by the actor in the same way as are other things.

They oecome

social objects and are assigned value. 3 On the basis of the way
1.

Primitive Behavior, New York:

1937, PP• 8-9 ff.

McGraw-Hill Book Company,

2. The distinction between "things" and "objects" is made by
Znaniecki, The Method of Sociology, pp. 41-42; by Kreuger and Reckless, Social Psychology, New York: Longmans, Green cl Company, 1931,
PP• 99-91; by Dewey, How We Think, PP• 136-137; and perhaps by others. Kurt Lewin distinguishes between "thing" and "medium• in practically the same way in Principles of Topological Psychology PP•
11.5-117.
3. Cf. Znau.ieoki, Florian, The Method of Sociology, pp. 131-1322.

---
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persons act toward the actor, that is, in terms of their functional significance for him, they are evalµated and assigned
•status".

If he can manipulate them to gain his ends, they as-

sume the role of social means-objects.

If they bar ~is way and

thwart his desires, they be-come social barrier-objects.

If they

have abilities he desires, or qualities he admires, they assume the

role of goals.

Social objects, however, perhaps even more than

physical objects, are seldom entirely unambiguous in their meaning and value to the actor.
The distinction between physical objects and social objects
is not always clearly drawn.

Some persons are able to treat other

persons quite coldly and calculatingly, as they would physical tools.
There is no more stinging social slight than to be treated as a mere
physical thing when one feels he should be recognized as a person.
Conversely, physical objects are not always treated as such, but may
1
be personalized or personified.
Children and primitives show this
tendency clearly. llead calls attention to the way in which small
objects tend to call out a parental response.

2

Personal objects

may de depersonalized and physical objects may be personalized.
The tendency to react socially is carried over into situations which
are not strictly social situations.
The child is able to transform "things• into "objects" for
himself, of course, but in a large number of cases things are defined for him by adults, who characterize them as •good" or "bad•,
"pretty"or "ugly", etc.

In this way the group definitions become

1. Kreuger and Reckless, op. cit., PP• 111•114.
2. Mind 1 Self and Society, P• 183.

the individual's definitions in the most subtle and all-pervading manner.

Objects gain a fixity of meaning and value which ·

depends hardly at all upon their intrinsic utility to t h e ~
in a given situation.

If this were not true, 00J1111unication it-

self, which takes place in terms of symbols of more or less fixed

meaning, would be impossible.

The ability to fix and manipµlate

symbols makes it possible to deal with situations 1.Jllplioitly before
overt action begins and to carry fixed definitions over from one
situation to another.
This ability, or tendency, does not always work to the advantage of the actor.

Because both the symbol and the meant ob-

ject are parts of a more inclusive configuration (the act), a fixed
association between the two appears, due to conditioning, association, habit, or some similar process.

1

There is not only a fixed

association, but a sort of welding together by an overflow of mean-

ing something like the overflowing of value previously discussed.
Thus the name is thought of as a part of the object.

Among children

and primitives this identification is especially notable.

There is

a tendency to believe that by manipulating words (calling names,
cursing, etc.) one can manipulate or produce affects on the objects.
Tolman has noted a similar phenomenon in his studies of rats,
which he calls "sign-magic"•

2

If the rat cannot reach the end-ob-

ject, he may treat the means-object {sign) in the ·same way he desires to treat the end object.

;

Alfred Korzybs]cy' and his associates

1. £!• ~reeman, Ellis, social Psychology, New York: Henry
Holt and .Company, 1936, P• 112.
2. Purposive Behavior of Animals and Men, New York: The
Century Company, 19;2, P• 4.54.
;. Science and Sanity, New York: Science Paess Publishing
Company, 19;;.
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have been especially concerned with the tendency of human beings to assume that because they have a word or a symbol there
must be necessarily be a referent-a tendency which, Korzybsky
believes, leads not only to confusion of thought but also to
personality derangements.

The study of semantics seems to be

utterly remote from the study of human behavior until it is understood that one reacts to meanings and that it is possible for meaning to become detached from its original matrix of concrete objects.
If the concrete objects cannot be manipulated or changed in order
to bring about adjustment of the actor, then the symbols are manipi~ated.

A re-definition of the situation takes place.

The psycho-

analytic mechanisms of symbolization, transferrence, projection,
isolation, displacement, condensation, identification, introjection,
and perhaps others, ere examples of the manipulation of symbols to
bring aoout adjustment when manipulation of the concrete objects is
impossible.
Special types of situations give rise to special meanings and
epecial values • .This is why the life historical approach is so
vital in sociological understanding of both persons and culture
groups. Moreover, the inability to "subdivide the act" as Mead
puts it, in order to underste.nd that symbols are not the sem.e ·
as the things they mean, leads to fixed meanings and fixed values
which are carried into other situations in which they result in
"bizarre" and ill-adapted behavior.

The lack of adaptation may be

so severe as to result in the social or biological demolition of
the individual or group.
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Up to this time there has been no consideration of concrete situations which were not fairly clear cut and unambiguous
in their possible solution.

Most of the situations with which

the actor has to deal, however, are not clear cut--at least not
to begin with.

In the first place, none of tbe concrete objects

in the situation is entirely positive or negative in value.

In

spite of its present negative quality, the desire or interest of
the actor has a certain positive value insofar as it makes possible a keener satisfaction in the future.

Sharpening the desire

by a certain amount of delay is a well-known technique for sharpening satisfaction.

The means are positive insofar as they m.ediate

the ends, but they also take on a . certain negative value because
by their very mediation they separate or bar the actor from immediate satisfaction.

The means are thus to some extent barriers.

The goals especially may be ambiguous.
tion where there is only one goal.

It is a rare si tua-

There may be only one concrete

goal, but if it is realized in the course of action toward it that
the present goal is incompatible with one which stands further in
the future, psychological conflict is the result.

Znanieoki traces

all psychological conflict from the interference of present action
with some future or Virtual action which is also desired. 1

The ob-

stacle in such a situation is not a mere technical difficulty of
finding adequate means to a si@ale goal, but an axiological obstacle
which involves the sacrifice of one goal as the price of attaining
1. The Laws of Social Psychology, Chicago:
of Chicago Press, 1925, PP• 199 ff.
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another.

In such cases the situation must be symbolically re-

defined.

The meanings of the objects must somehow be changed.

Whether psychological conflict is present or not, the concrete objects in the situation undergo a constant re-definition

as the action progresses.

Once a means has been em.ployed it loses

its means-character, hence its positive value.

The ease with which

men forget or spurn those who have served them is a well-worn lit•
erary theme.

The goal once reached is no longer a goal.

The in-

curable "Wanting-ness" and insatiable mbition of men are also wll
known.
and

The concrete objects in the situation are always gaining

losing their value character, but the conceptual situation of

the actor has a peculiar pemanency.

The actor, so long as he is

alive, is always plagued by some desire, is always working toward
some goal.

His barriers are never entirely overcome and his means

are never entirely adequate.
Individuals define situations in an attempt to reach their
goals and satisfy their desires, but the process is n~ver done.
Dey after day, year after. year, individuals are forced to define

their situations, consciously and unconsciously; implicitly in their
thinking and overtly in their actions.

Habitual modes of definition

grow into personality orgenization, 1 depending upon the kinds of situations with which the individual has to deal arid upon his native energies and capacities.

The habitual types of definition which grow

up show the greatest diversity in quality and permanency.

To the

paranoid all situations are threatening; to the schizophrene all
1. Cf. James, Principles of Psychology, New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1909, "The Ethical Implications of Habit," PP• 120-12?.
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situations are overwhelming.

The paranoid struggles in spite

of the threat, the schizophrene draws into himself and refuses
to deal with his situation actively at all.

Business men view

situations as possible markets 1 scientists view situations as
laboratory material; to the young actress all the world is a
stage.

The enthusiast sees every moment as a new and exciting

adventure; the cynic sees the whole of life as an endless. repetition of the same weary tale.
Groups define situations as well as individuelst and by much
the same process.

Group definitions appear as folkways, mores, re-

ligions, philosophies, and world views.

Sumner says, "Th~ first

task of life is to live. Men begin with acts, not with thoughts." 1
out of men's iimperative needs, guided on the one side by pleasure
and on the other by pain, expedient ways of doing things are adopted
and developed through habit_, routine and skill.

Men live in groups,

however, and profit by each other's experience, hence there is a
concurrence toward the most expedient and all adopt the same way
· for the same purpose.

In this way the folkways arise.

2

They be-

come a uniform, universal in the group, imperative and invariable.
The folkways are ways of satisfying needs, according to
Sumner, and they show "a strain of improvement towards better adaptation of means to ends so long as the adaptation is so imperfect that
3
pain is produced"•
They are also subject to "a strain of consistency
with each other, because they all answer their -several purposes with
1.
2.

3.

Folkways, New York:
Ibid.
Ibid., PP• 5-6.

Ginn and Company, 1906• P• 2.

r
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less friction and antagonism when they cooperate and support each
other"•

1

Sumner does not say whether the readjustments to these

strains takes place by the interactions of persons with each other,
so that they gradually come to act more alike, or whether there is
a strain within each person toward better adaptation and consistency
of his own roles.

It is to be presumed that the strain manifests

itself both between persons and within persons.
Types of individual definitions, the writer suggests, have
their rough counterparts in types of group definitions.

Some groups,

like the paranoid, define all other groups as threatening.

Other

groups, like the schizophrene, find their situation overwhelming.
The Buddhist definition of the situation is a denial of all desire
except a desire for Nirvana, a state of non-desire.

The Christian

group defines the entire life on earth as a mere means to the final
blessed state 1D which fulfillment will .be :reached.

The pe-ssimistic

philosophies reduce everything in the dtuation to a dead level of
evil, while the optimistic philosophies define· everything for the
best.

So

the roster of philosophies might be examined--and the folk-

ways, the mores, institutions and the laws. Each attempts to provide

some kind of a solution to a recurring problem, and each is a relatively stable and enduring group definition of a situation.

VI.

Summary
The definition of the situation is a process of bounding the

situation in terms of what is relevant to the adjustment problem .

1. Ibid.
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and the purposed action.

1

Within this context, values, as well

as meanings, are assigned to physical, social, and conceptual
facts.

On the basis of meaning, the conceptual situation may be

said to be divided into the meaning-objects and the meant-objects.
On the basis of value, it is divided into positive value-objects
and negative value-objects.

terms of (1)

~

The actor defines his situation in

and (2) goals on the positive side, and into

(3) barriers and (4) goads on the negative side.

2

The relation-

ships of these formal elements constitute the structure of the
situation.
Defining the situation is a process of reacting to the objects ih the situation. · It is the reaction to them that constitutes
their meaning and value.

As

a process of activity, definition of the

1. If this is true, it is perhaps misleading to speak of the
total situation" as influencing behavior. In the most ultimate
sense, it no · «oubt does, to some degree, out for purposes of pa~ohelogical and sociological analysis an attempt to describe any "total"
situation would be an un-ending and probably useless teak. The
analyst of behavior should focus his attention upon what might oe
called the practically relevant situation--the situation which the
actor himself selects, organizes, and conceptualizes. The structure
of the meaning-and-value-situation, as presented here, forms the skeleton schedule for such an analysis. Failure to find and specify the
concrete embodiments for any of these form.al structural elements would
be a serious omission. On the other hand, there is much concrete data
to be found in a given situation whie·h may be ignored if it has little
relevance for the action. The various sttuctural elements of the functionally significant situation form a "whole situation" which is not by
any means the total of all the obs.erver illight see and describe. er.
Follett, M. P.~ative Experience, New York: Longmans, Green &Company, 1924, P• 109. Also Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology,
PP• 1,8-159. Also Parsons, The Structure of Social Actions, pp. 29,
11

589, '7,3.
2. The conceptual schemes of Tolman and Lewin, it may be noted,
have grown primarily out of experimental work, and their accounts
agree with and supplement those which have been speculatively derived.

---
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situation may be made in advance of the overt act, or it may
.

be a tentative process proceeding through the action.

be conscious or largely unconscious.
process, or a social process.

2

1

It may

It may be an individual

Social situations are defined by

social interaction between the participants, in which each, oy
his own actions, reveals his own purposes and significance for
the other.

It is only in social situations that the actor learns

to include tbe meaning of his own actions and himself as the actor
as part of his private definition of the situation.

If there is

any one process broad and fundamental enough to be called "the soc al
process", it is the process of defining the situation-that process

out of which meaning, value, communication, personality, and perhaps
even social structure grow.

Values, like meanings, may be a function only of the particular
situation, or they may become more or less fixed in the cour~of time.
1. Thomas, it is believed, unduly restricts the meaning of
the phrase. He says: "Preliminary to any self-determined act of
behavior there is always a stage of examination and deliberation
which we may call the definition of the situation." (!!!!. Unadjusted
Girl, PP• 41 ff.) There does not seem to be any particular warrant
forreserving the term "definition" to only that activity which takes
place before the overt act begins. The exploratory behavior of the
rat, the definition of the situation through the social process,
valuation of various kinds may take place as a more or less tentative
process of overt action. Neither is there any reason to restrict the
term to the "more or less conscious, reflective" aspects of the process. (er. Chapter II of this thesis for quotation). In his Laws
of SocialPsychology, pp. 79 ff., Znaniecki takes a positi on ,more similar to the view urged here. Sumner claims (Folkways, P• 60)
that the folkways are adopted unco.nsciously, and that the mores in
their period of greatest influence are unconscious and unquestioned.
Cooley (Social Process, PP• 290-291) holds that valuation is usually
subconscious. The psychoanalysts have attempted to show that unconscious valuation and symbolization takes place quite commonly.
2. Ibid.
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Deriving their properties by their position within the context
of the act, value- and meaning-objects are not always regarded
in terms of their actual utilitarian possibilities, but by the
uoverflow• of meaning and value, are sometimes :regarded as valuable or meaningful when their original functional significance is
either gone or has never justified such regard.

The meanings and

values which become fixed and stabilized develop into roles on
the individual level, and into folkways, mores, and institutions
on the group level.

Cultural objects, material and non-material

are simply objects which have gained a more or less fixed meaning
and value through the actiVities of the group.
The thesis suggested, to be examined in the next chapter,
is that the fundamental structure of the situation as postulated
in this chapter can be discovered embodied in more or less fixed
and permanent form. in the structure of personalities, groups,
and institutions.

CHAPI.ER V

CERTAIN THEORETICAL AND :METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
. ~n the previous chapters a conceptual framework has been
built up in tems of the "structure of the situation".

The par-

ticular framework proposed for the conceptualization of sociological data has been suggested by an examination of some sociological treatments of the concept situation, by a comparison of_
some of the classical treatments of the self as related to the
situation, and by an inquiry into the nature of the process by
which the situation is defined.

It is the purpose of this chap-

ter to indicate some of the ·hypotheses suggested by the foregoing
material.
I.

The Person in the Situation
It has been repeatedly implied and even explicitly stated

by the writers ·cited in Chapter III that in the process of learning to adjust to the situation, the person "takes over", "internalizes", "mirrors", "dynamically represents", "models ~imself
after" the situations in which he finds himself. 1
1. According to Baldwin, the person transforms the abilities
and attributes of the alter into the ego by imitation and the dialectic of personal growth. .aecording to Royce, the self "feeds upon
social models" and "carries literal social situations into his inner
life"• According to Cooley, the social self is a self which gains
1'8 characteristics by the reflection from the social situation. According to Mead, the situation is internalized and mirrored in the
individual. The structure of the self is the structure of the situation. According to Freud, the Super-Ego is modeled after the father
image. According to Park and Burgess socially prescribed roles become
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It the situation is structured in terms of objects, persons, and ideas which play the roles of (1) means, (2) goals,

(3) barriers, and (4) goads with relation to the actor's motives,
and if the person "internalizes" this situation, the implication
is that the structure of the personality will correspond to the
structure of the situation.

The conclusion drawn from a comparison

of the treatments of the self review in Chapter III supports this.
thesis.

It was there held that the personality could be regarded

as a totality of ways of acting which could be divided into three
systems:

(1) a motive system, (2) a system of means-roles taken

over from the situation, and (3)

~

system of barrier-roles taken

over from the situation.
In order to adjust to the situation, the individual must
somehow represent it within his own organization.

This representa-

tion may prestnnably vary all the way from momentary muscular adjustments made to concrete objects in the present concrete situa1

tion

to highly organized and more or less permanent roles modeled

after the roles of others in stable, long-time situations.

2

In

man, at least, the actions necessary for dealing with objects, persons, and ideas in the situation are prepared, or started implicitly,
before overt action begins.

In order to avoid barriers and goads

permanent parts of the personality. According to znaniecki the content of the reflected selt is chiefly social. According to Eubank
the person reflects the situation. According to Burgess and Cottrell,
the repertoire of roles is taken over from the social environment,
chiefly the family. According to Woodworth, the person, by defining
the situation, comes to "dynamically represent" the whole situation
as the resultant of partial adjustments. Cf. preTious quotations in
Chapters III and IV.
1. As postulated by Woodworth as a "situation-and-goal-set".
en. Woodworth, R. s., "Situation-and-Goal Set", op. cit., PP• 149-160.
2. As postulated by Burgess and Cottrell, op. cit., PP• 174-177.
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without coming into actual ~ontact with them, some sort of surrogate for them in the form of inhibition must be present in the
neural and muscular apparatus.

In a like manner surrogates for

the goals and means in the form of facilitation perhaps, must also
be present in the neural and muscular organization of the person.
Given an impulse to action two things may logically happen:

(l}

it may issue unh91lpered to consummation and perhaps be facilitated,
(2) it may be blocked or inhibited.

It is suggested that the dy-

namic mechanisms basic to the different types of roles are laid
down in the neural and physiological organization.
The goads and goals postulated as parts of the structure of
situations have not yet been oriented to pe~sonality structure.
Goal-roles, it is suggested, are quite the same as means-roles in
their dynamic significance with relation to the motives, but are
responses to objects of different concrete content.

Goad-roles are

correspondingly dynamically similar to barrier-roles but are enacted
toward objects of different concrete content.

In a sense the con-

crete objects which represent goals and the concrete objects which
represent means are both means to the desired satisfaction:
conswmnation of the act.

the

The concrete objects representing bar-

riers ·and goads are likewise in the ultimate sense, both barriers
to satisfaction of the desire.

The taking of means-roles is a pro-

cess of learning and developing ways of acting which satisfy the
desires, motives, or what you will.

The taking of barrier-roles

is a process of learning to inhibit, to suppress, to deny the impulsive action which would lead to painful results rather than to
satisfaction if allowed to become overt.
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The self, or personality, taken over and modeled after
the roles exhibited in social situations,requires social situations of certain kinds for expression.

If roles are complex in-

tegrations of wishes and attitudes-- tendencies to act--as Burgess
and Cottrell hold, they are dynamic, they seek expression.

They

are dispositions to treat other persons in given ways, and they
involve expectations that other persons will respond in a complementary wey which supports the role.

Koffka holds that:

• • • the Ego, which itself is a product of organization, is an incomplete organization, a structure under
stress, unless the total field fulfils certain conditions, viz., that it contains objects with definite
dynamic characters. The Ego (is) 'incomplete• without
a number of social relationships ••• (it) must contain
stresses which can be relieved only by1 its inclusion in
variou~ kinds of (behavioural) groups.
To use Tolman's language• the roles of other persons are the "behavior supports" without which it is impossible to pley one's own
role.

'One cannot pley the role of the spoit-ed child, for example,

without someone to play the role of the indulgent parent.

One can-

not pley a dominating, belligerent role without eom.eone to play the
subordinate, a'ccomodating role.

The self apart from its habitual

type of situation is partial and unexpressed.
It is presumed that not all of the habitual roles which go
to make up the personality are of equal strength or make equal de-

mands for expression.

The differences in the situations in which

the roles are made habitual would seem to assure this.

If the

father, for example, plays a strong barrier role toward the child,
1. Koffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychology• PP• 662-663.
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it seems reasonable to suppose that if this role is taken into
the child's repertoire he will tend to play this role, either
toward himself in exaggerated form in order to suppress his own
desires, or he will perhaps seek situations where the "role may
be turned outward toward others.

If the carrier role i s weakly

developed in his personality he may tend to seek situations where
someone else will play the barrier role for him, thus allowing
him to bolster his self-control with external surrogates or behavior supports.
The presumption is, that after the structure of the situation has molded the structure of the personality into. habitual
modes of action, there is not only a propensity to seek out situations which will supply the roles which a person lacks in his own
habit structure, but also a propensity to symbolize, to read into
the roles of others, to construct, or erect concrete surrogates
or behavior supports for the totality of one's own roles.

Baldwin

says:

••• as the socius expands in the mind of the child,
there is a constant tendency to make it real~--to eject
it--in some concrete form in the social group •• • as
the child finds one man or woman inadequate to the growing complications of the ease, other concrete selves
are erected in the same way. The popular voice, the
l iterature of the period, the king, the state, the church
- - a111 these are choice repositories of the ejected ethical
ee.lf.
The person presumably not only needs objects and persons to supply
the roles he lacks, but also persons and objects which relieve him
1. Baldwin, J.M., Social and Ethical Interpretations in
Mental Development, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1897, P• .58.
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of the necessity of play overtly all his habitual roles.

In

order to play one role satisfactorily, the person must be relieved of the task of playing the complementary role himse+t,
even if it is a part of his habitual structure.
Professor Lasswell1 has suggested that person-to-person
relationships, person-to-institution relationships, and personto-occasion relationships are greatly influenced by the specialized appeal which certain types of people, social objects, and
occasions have for the portions of the personality:

the Id (im-

pulse), the Ego (r,eason), and the Super-Ego (conscience). Men
tend to choose their friends and their close business associates
to supplement their personalities, Lasswell holds.

Carefree im-

pulsive persons tend to appeal to the Id, and one can gain vicarious release through friends of this kind.

Meticulous, straight-

laced persons appeal to the Super-Ego and may be chosen to ease
guilt feelings by the punishment which they represent.

Colorless

and thoroughly efficient persons may be chosen because of their
· appeal to reason, or the Ego.
Regarding the specialized -appeal of institutions, Lasswell
suggests that the economic, political, scientific, and technological institutions make their primary appeal to expediency or reason;
that the appeal to conscience is that of religion and fundamental
law; while the appeal to natural impulse is that of art and sociability. 2 Occasions of mob violence, carnivals, war, appeal to impulse;
1. 11 The Triple-Appeal Principle: A Contribution of Psychoanalysis to Political and Social Science, 11 The American Journal of Sociol2Q.., XXXVII (January, 1932) 523w538.
2. Ibid., PP• 533-534.
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elections, patriotic holidays, church attendance appeal to
conscience; while business conferences, scientific conclaves
appeal to reason.

La'BBWell does not hold that any of these pre-

sent an exclusive appeal to one or another part of the personality, but rather that in spite of a plurality of appeals in each
case, they still show something of specialization or emphasis.
If persons-and-preferred-situations are taken as t h e ~
of analysis, the writer suggests that it would be possible to
discover concrete surrogates for each of the structural elements
which have been suggested (means, goals, barriers, goads), either
in the roles of the person or in the roles played or assigned to
objects in his situation.

It is suggested that this complex of

factors tends to hang together, that the person tends to structure
all of his situations in this way, and that where some factor is
l
missing in concrete form, it tends to be supplied.
Although analysis has not gone far enough to enable anyone to say exactly what
types of situations develop what tYl)es of roles, and what types of
personality cause persons to seek given other types of persons or
situations, it is believed that this orientation shows promise as
a research hypothesis.

It promises to be useful in the analysis

of groups which seek conflict with other groups in order to promote
inner solidarity, as well as types of groups which show an inner
differentiation--a cohesion and solidarity which cannot be explained
1. The study of persons and the types of situations they protest or reject is quite as promising, but the hypothesis would have
to be differently formed on the basis of some concrete oases.
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on the basis of similarity oetween the members, by consciousness of kind, or by the pressure of circumstances without the
group.
II.

The Group in the Situation
It has been held that the group, for some purposes, can

be considered the actor, and it is believed that if group-andsituation is taken as the unit of analysis a structure of the
whole situation similar to that posited for the person as an actor
can be recognized.

Certain similarities between the person and the

group have been called to the attention of sociologists.

Park and

Burgess, comparing the group and the person, say:
Every smaller group, likewise, has a status
in some larger group of which it is a part and this
is determined by its relation to all the other members of the larger group.l
The logical conclusion has been pointed out by Professor Jameson
who posits an

.

"organizational personality•.

2

The thesis is ad-

vanced that organizations or groups can be considered as manifesting personality as units, for an organization acts as a unit in a
status-assigning environment in order to maintain or improve its
status in terms of the roles it plays.

Moreover, an organization

manifests a different side of itself in every situation, Professor
Jameson holds, just as do indiVidual persons.
In some short-lived groups like the mob and the crowd, inner
differentiation is very limited.

Such groups are "situation groups"

l. Introduction to the Science of Sociology, Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1921, P• ;;.
2. Jameson, s. Ho, "The Concept of Organizational Personality," Sociology and Social Research, XVI (May-June, 1932), 417-426.
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in an even truer sense than a self is a "situation self", for
they are products of a single dominant situation and do not persist beyond the single situation.

There is little opportunity

to develop an enduring inner structure of t he group during the
duration of that group corresponding to the inner structure of the
person, although the enduring effects may be carried by the persons into succeeding, more permanent groups.

The structural ele-

ments in such a case are present in the whole situation, but the
goads, the barriers, and the goals are all present external to the
group, leaving only motive system and the means roles to be . manifested within the group.

The leader, perhaps, may be considered

to play a goal-role, if he is idealized by the crowd, but in many
crowd and mob situations the leader simply articulate the meansroles for the members.

The lack of barrier-roles as they might be

played by persons-within the group t.oward others within the group
means that there is no social control within the group which operates to stay their impulsive action.

There is no restraining tra-

dition, no authority symbols which the members consider as binding
ppon their own expression.

The oarriers and goads, to the contrary,

are sharply separated from the group • .

Mead means essentially this

when he says that in a mob situation the social structure itself has

undergone a "degradation" which so simplifies the structure of the
1
"Ke" that the door for the "I" is opened for self expression. Franz
Alexander and Hugo Staub point out the release of impulsive action
1. Mind, Self2 and Society, PP• 213 ff.

----
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which follows the breakdown of Super-Ego surrogates in a social
structure.

Revolution is usually presaged by the corruption and

discrediting of the courts, the law, and the pillars of the com1
munity and church.
It is suggested that groups which persist over longer per2

iods of time than the crowd and the mob, do develop inner differentiation, just as the person develops inner differentiation by
passing through a series of situations.

In order for social con-

trol of impulsive action to operate within a group in the direction
of suppression there must be barrier surrogates within the group
structure itself.

Sumner says:

The exigencies of we.r with outsiders are what
make peace inside, lest internal discord should weaken
the we-group for war. These exigencies also make government and l:!!. in the in•group, in order to prevent quarrels and enforce discipline • • • • The closer the neighbors, and the stronger they are, the intenser is the warfare, and then the intenser is the internal organization
~ discipline of each.}
- With regard to the taboos, which consist of those things which the

group itself says must not be done, Sumner adds:
The primitive taboos correspond to the fact that
the life of man is environed by perils • • • • In part
these are dictated by mystic dread of ghosts who might
be offended by certain acts, but they also include
such acts as have been found by experience to produce
unwelcome results, especially in the food quest, in
4
war, in health, or in increase or deceease of population.
The thesis suggested is that the internal •tfucture of groups as
well as the internal structure of persons tends to reflect and approximate the structure of the situation.
1. Alexander and Staub, The Criminal, the Judge 1 and the
Public, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1931, PP• 3-4, 46 ff.
2. Cf. Follett, Creative Experience;ror a novel interpretation of the crowd.
3. Sumner, Folkways, P• 12. (Italics are mine.)
4. Ibid., PP• 30-31. (Italics are mine)

-
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Group definitions of situations become clearer and more
articulate as the group persists, and behavior supports for the
direction and control of the members are erected in concrete form,
both in common ways of acting and in the specialized roles which
given members are assigned.

Law and government presume certain

functionaries who symbolize and enforce them.

Certain members of

the group take over a restraining or barrier-role which they play
toward the rest.

They emphasize the moral imperative, they •view

with alarm", they castigate those who transgress and goad the others into the unpleasant action which is considered necessary for
the protection of the group.
come leaders.

others, perhaps th~ same persons, be-

They epitomize the strivings and desires of the group.

They are assigned

& high status, idealized and emulated. Other

members of the group take over more ped.$1t;r ian means-roles.
form the useful work.

They per-

They are the technicians, the providers, the

ever-necessary committee members.
The players of the barrier and goad roles hold a more or less
anomalous position.

If these roles are also played by other groups

or threatening forces against which the group must protect itself,
the players of these roles within the group are tolerated, even venerated and loved.

It often happens, however, as everyone knows, that

scapegoats are singled out among those nominally members of the group,
persecution and defilmation of whom heightens the unity of the rest.
It not infrequently happens that these very scapegoats are those who
have previously played the barrier roles considered necessary.
cases of revolution, this is most usual.

In

Frazer reports many cases
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in which the scapegoat is given extraordinary power and authority, even to the personification of a god before he is sacrificed, driven out, or defamed.

1

Although the analysis presented here is admittedly sketchy
and needs refinement, it is offered as a hypothesis which may lead
to profitable research.

The full complement of dynamic factors

(means, goals, barriers, goads), it should be remembered, is postulated of the whole situation--the group and its situation as a unit,
and not of any given group in itself, or any given person in himself.
III.

The Structure of Institutions
Up to this point -our analysis has been concerned primarily

with the way in which the form.al structure postulated of the situation is embodied in social relationships.

It is suggested that when

the same analysis is applied to the more fixed meanings and values
which are attached to ways of acting, objects, and ideas (in short,
culture), an even clearer differentiation is shown.
The folkways and customs, mores and institutions are first and
essentially ways of acting which have been assigned meaning and
value because they are believed to mediate certain recurring and
persistently desired ends, or to avoid certain other ends or goads
considered undesirable.
iliar situations.

As

They are crystallized definitions of ·fam-

ways of acting, they give rise to more or less

definite behavior supports in the way of objects of action which are
assigned social meaning and value corresponding to the type of action which they support.
1. Cf. Frazer, Sir James, The Golden Bough, London: The
Macmillan Company, Ltd., 1933, Part VI, "The Scapegoat," PP• 218-

223, 227. 275-305.

--
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As

a simple example of the structure of the situation

embodied in concrete behavior supports, one of our common folkways, the playing of golf, may be considered.

Corresponding to

the goals are the nine holes and the low score; corresponding
to the means are the fairway, the greens, the clubs, tees, balls,
etc.; corresponding to the barriers are the sand traps, the roughs,
the rolling terrain, the trees; and corresponding to the goads are
high scores and the town or office one escapes.

Concrete behavior

supports for each of the roles are erected and maintained.

It

would probably be possible to go through the entire list of games
and sports and make suc.h an analysis of each.

Perhaps the chief

charm of games and sports is that they reproduce all of the dynamic
essentials of a serious life situation--including the goaa and ~ rier elements--on a "playful" level without serious consequences.

1

The same structure may be illustrated by a religions institution • . There are symbolic and ideational cue s, or behavior supports ·
especially designed to awaken and strengthen the motives--the doctrine of the original sin, the casting of Adam and Eve out of the
garden, the Devil, Hell, Sin, and all of the other undesirable elements which goad the members to action and symbolize the barriers
which they must overcome.
the goals of action:

There are other ~ymbols which stand as

Heaven, forgiveness, union with God, ever-

lasting life, receiving the Holy Sprri t.

Representing and provid-

ing support for the means-roles are ''Christ--the way", the confession, the cross, the altar, the baptism, the communion, the presdribed way of life.
1. Perry, R. B., General Theory of Value, PP• 256-2.59 on
"real" and "playful" interests.

--
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It is suggested that an institution is an extraordinarily clear and persistent social defini~ion of a situation,
distinguished by the imperativeness of the need satisfied and
by a high degree of external symbolization of the means, goals,
barriers and goads which serve as stimuli and behavior supports
for the equally clear-cut ways of acting.
There is nothing essentially new in this account of institutions.

Chapin has given the most clear-cut approximation, al-

though he fails to specify the symboli zation of the negative aspects
--the goads and barriers, while recognizing the "symbolic values in
material substances ••• charged With emotional and sentimental
meaning" and the "utilitarian values in material substances • • •
. 1

.

the means ••• •"

In other. partial aspects the writer's defini2
3
4
tion agrees very well with the accounts of Allport, Judd, Sumner,
Mead,

5

and Freeman,

6

to mention only a few.

If there is a contri-

bution of the present analys i s, it is to point out the nature of
the "configuration"7 or pattern of an institution in terms of its
1. Chapin, s. F., Contemporary American Institutions, New
Harper and Brothers, 193.5, PP• 14-18.
2. Allport, Floyd H., "The Nature of Institutions," Social
Forces, VI (December, 1927), 167w179. Also: Institutional Behavior,
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1933, PP• 4-,5.
3. Judd, C.H., The Psychology of Social Institutions, New
York: The Macmillan Company~ 1926.
4. Sumner, w. G., Folkways, PP• .53 ff •
.5. Mead, G. H., Mind, Self, and Society, PP• 211,242, 261,
York:

270.

6. Freeman, Ellis, Social Psychology, PP• 123-124.

7. Cf. Gillin, John, "The Configuration Problem in Culture,"
American Sociological Review, I (June, 1936), 3?3-386. Chapin, ~•
cit., holds that institutions present a "configuration".
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articulated value and meaning structure--the barriers and goads,
as well as the means and goals.
James

w.

Woodard,

1

turning his attention to the total con-

figuration of culture rather than to its constituent institutions,
maintains that there is a striking similarity between the total
structure of the personality and the total structure of culture.
He accepts the Id, Ego, and Super-Ego division of the personality
and points out that there is an "aesthetic-expressive" portion of
culture corresponding to the Id, a rational "inductive" culture
corresponding to the Ego, and a "control" culture corresponding to
the Super-Ego.

In the interaction of institutions epitomizing these

different portions, Woodard sees mechanisms similar to the person~
ality mechanisms at work.

2

This hypothesis fits in admirably with the point of view
maintained in this thesis and agrees with statements by Cooley,
Mead and Baldwin, none of whom drew ideas from Freud.

Cooley writes: ·

1. Woodard, James w., •~The Relation of P@rsonality Structure
to the Structure of Culture," American Soc1ological Review, III,
(October, 1938), 637-651.
2. The implication that similar mechanisms operate on t~e
social and personal levels need not rest on any hypothesis of the
"group mind". The postulated portions of the personality are simply
habitual ways of acting, as institutions are ways of acting on the
collective level. Moreover, the present writer would like to suggest that a number of the psychoanalytic mechanisms are taken directly over from social processes. Freud, whether he realized it or not,
was essentially a sociological psychologist. Such mechanisms as repression, isolOtion, dissociation, aggression, sadism (dominance),
masochism (submissi~eness) and perhaps others, express social processes as well as personality mechanisms. Sumner's term "conventionalization" (Folkways, PP• 69-70), corresponds closely to Freud's "isolation", and is a process which takes place on the social level as
well as the personal. The writer suggests that a thoroughgoing comparison of the social processes and psychoanalytic mechanisms would
not only integrate material which has rel!lained more or less unrelated,
but would throw additional light on both.
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••• wherever we find a system of values there
is always a mental or social organization of some
kind corresponding to it. Thus, in the simpler
provinces of the mind there are taste-values, touchvalues ••• corresponding to our physiological organization • • • • So in the larger or societal phase
of life we see that each organizing tendency, the prevailing fashion, the dominant church or state, a school
of literature or painting ••• involves a corresponding system of values.l
Mead states:
The institutions of society, such as libraries,
systems of transportation, the complex interrelationship of individuals reached in political or·ganizations, are nothing but ways of throwing on
the social screen, so to speak, in enlarged fashion
the complexities existing inside of the central nervous
system, and they must, of course, express functionally
the operation of this system. 1
Baldwin's statement of .the person's tendency to "eject" his •selves"
in concrete fonn.3 expresses the same thing in another way.
Summary.

There has been an attempt to show, in a very

preliminary way, that the phenomena in which the sociologist is
interested--persons, groups, and their culture--develop in a situational matrix, and that the basic meaning and value structure discovered on simpler levels tends to be articulated and stabilized
in the structure of the personality, the group, and in institutional
complexes of both material and non-material culture.

The full

structure, however, is not supposed always to be articulated within
a person or group in i t self, but in the whole situation.

Whatever

generalities may issue from re.search based on this hypothesis will
be generalities holding tnm of the whole situation as a unit.
1. Cooley, Social Process, PP• 329-330.
2. Mead, Mind, Self 1 and Society, Po 242.
3. Cf. previous quotation, Section I, this chapter.
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IV.

The Situation as a Conceptual Framework
As

a basic conceptual frame of reference, the concept

situation includes all of the major sociological concepts as
proposed by Eubank:

(1) the single human being, (2) the human

plurel, (3) societary force, (4) societary control, (;) societary
action, ( 6) societary relationship, and (7.) societary products.

1

Either persons or groups can be considered as actors (1)-(2), who
are motivated (3), to action(;).

On

the basis of this action

other persons, groups, objects, ideas, in the actor's situation
assume relationships (as means, goals, barriers, goads) (6) to
the actor, and exert control (4) upon his action.

Out of the re-

lationships of the actors to each other and to objects, social
meanings and values--culture--arise as products (7).
A word should be said about the types of relationships
posited by this analysis and those posited by Eubank. 2 Isolation
and association refer roughly to the relationship of exclusion from
or inclusion within the situation.

If one person has no· functional

significance for another person, then he will not be within the
latter ' person's situation at all, no matter how geographically
close he may be or what possibilities of communication there may
be.

On the other hand, if the former person is within the realm

of functional significance for the latter person, the two are not
isolated in the strictest sense, although one may ignore the other.
1. Eubank, E. E., The Concepts of Sociology, p. 78 ff.
2. Ibid., P• 332.
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In Eubank's analysis, the types of action parallel the
types of relationships.

That is, opposition, for example, may

be considered as either an action or a relationship, and the
same holds true for the other categories.
of barriers and goads, means, and goals.
or actions and relationships.

This is true also
They are

both roles

l

1. In order to illustrate the parallel between actions and
relationships as proposed by Eubank, and the categories derived as
a result of this study, the following analysis is offered:
The two types of opposition according to Eubank are conflict and competition. When two persons play goad roles to each
other, that is; when they, in themselves, each constitute a threat
to the other, then the relationship is one of conflict. When two
persons play barrier roles toward each other, that is, when they
assume, individually, a negative character for the other simply
because each stands as a barrier for the other to the attainment
of a goal valued by both, the relationship is one of competition.
The two types of accomodation, according to Eubank, are
combination and fusion. When two persons play means roles to
each other, that is, when they each aid the other to the attainment of a goal valued by both, the relationship is one of combination. When two persons play goal roles to each other, that is,
when each wishes to obtain or unite with the other for his personal qualities, the relationship is one of fusion.
Approach and Withdrawal as proposed by Eubank are the two
types of action appropriate to means-goals and barrier-goads, respectively, although conflict and competition may enter in to complicate the .matter.
Ordination, that is, superordination-subordination, refers
to the degree and kind of value assigned, whether highest positive
(goals), mediate positive (means). mediate negative (barriers),
highest negative (goads). It must be kept in mind that values
are always relative to the point of view of a given actor. In
social structures, .the scale of values which prevails and by which
the actors are assigned status by t hose who accept the prevailing
scale, is usually dictated or imposed by the person or group who
holds the power. From the point of view of this person or group
the status scale will follow the order proposed, although from the
point of view of others, the superordinate person may have the
highest negative vaiue. The fixed values enforced by the dominant
element will often not agree withthe privately-held values of the
subordinate group. The terms used to express this difference by
Eubank e.re "formal" and •natural" vertical social distance. (Cf.
Eubank, op. cit., PP• 78- ff.)
-
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It is not our purpose to attempt a thoroughgoing restatement of even the major sociological concepts in tel'llls of
the meaning and value categories proposed.

It is enough to

have suggested that such a translation is feasible and that there
is nothing incompatible between the framework here offered and
that proposed by Eubank.

The two are ·compd.ementarr, they repre-

sent the "inner" and "outer" aspect as it were, of social phenomena.
Maciver says:
• • • the categories of social causation are different from those which serve in the study of physical
causation. Since social phenomena are all mediated
by the consciousness of the group which creates or
sustains them, -we have surely t.o think in terms of
the relation of an inner order or complex to an
outer order • • • • Wherever social being meets social
being or wherever group relates itself to environment,
what we may call a value-field is created. The study
of the various systems of dynamic value-fields which
characterize social groups or social situations is full
fo fascinating possibilities for the future of sociology.
It is to the development of this somewhat neglected study
that I look for the next advance in our scienoe. 1
The categories deve·loping out of this study are meaning and
value categories, stemming directly from the o.a tegory of action which
Talcott Parsons and Florian znaniecki and George Mead, as well as
others, have held is basic to sociology.

The writer does not sug-

gest that they are final or complete, but they do represent the
epitome of a good deal of recent thought.

To establish or dis-

prove their adequacy is a task of major theoretical and methodological importance.
1.

Maciver, op. cit.
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V.

The Observer in the Situation
According to the point of view maintained throughout this

study, behavior always takes place within a situation.

If this

is true, does it not also apply to the behavior of the scientific
observer? A theory of human behavior which does not also apply
to the behavior of the theorist who makes it is a poor theory indeed.

If one explains the behavior of others, he must mutatis

mutandis explain his own behavior by the same criterion.

1

Is

there any reason to suppose that, while everybody else acts within
a situation which he views from his

own

position and in relation to

which all the objects and actors in the situation gain a value and
meaning, the scientific observer alone takes no position, is perfectly disinterested, and makes no value-judgments?
Dewey observes that "a standpoint which is nowhere in :i;erticular and from which things are not seen at a special angle is
an absurdity".

2

The term "observer's situation" as used in this

study is intended to acknowledge this fact.

The observer, just

1. The mechanist and vitalist positions afford examples
of the reductio ad adsurd.um which can result from a faithful appli~~tion of thisrequirements. One who holds a strict deterministic view can hardly claim any independent validity for his theory,
· for that must have been determined also. If he posits a freedom
from determinism for himself, he must also posit it for others and
so forfeits the possibility of strict prediction. Woodworth has
subjected the Freudian psychologists to a psychoanalysis, with
rather am.using results. fWoodworth, R. S., "Some Criticisms of
the Freudian Psychology," Journal of Abnormal Psychology, XII,

(1917), 174-194).
2.

Dewey, John, "Context and Thought," in Philosophy, XII,

No. 3 (1931), 203-224, p. 216.
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like the other actors, acts within a situation and sees things
from a special point of view.

In quite the same sense that the

actor has only "subjective" knowledge of the things in his situation, the observer has only subjective knowledge of the things
which he sees, although within this subjectively given field the
other actors in their concrete and cone,ptual situations
to the observer as "objects" exterior to himself.

appear

Contrary to the

impression the behaviorists give, the meanings and values which appear to the actor a ve as "objective" with reference to the observer
as the actor's overt acts, though not so easily apprehended.

To

illustrate, everything, including the concrete actor, the actor's
concrete situation, and the meanings and values which the actor
assigns--all of these come to the observer as a subjectively given
field.

This is not meant to deny that there is an "objective situa-

tion"•-that is, a totality of facts which really exist apart from
the observer and apart from the conceptualization of any actor.
Such a reality must be assumed to exist, even though it can never
be apprehended except from a subjective point of view.

The point

is that the 1•objective situation" can never be directly experienced
from any~ point of view; it is not given.

It must be constructed,

implied, built up, from subjectively given data, obtained always
from a plurality of points o f ~ •
The conceptual situation which every actor builds up is a
real. part of the "objective situation", insofar as it is a factor
influencing the events which occur within that given social situation.

The scientific observer is interested in knowing not only
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the concrete objects and actors within the social situation
he is scrutinizing, but also in knowing the conception which
each actor has of these same concrete objects.

In order to

discover this, the observer must vicariously, or actually, put
himself in the place of every one of the actors to eee it he can
subjectively experience the same meanings and values as the particular actor whose role he is taking.

When he understands how

the situation appears to this actor, then he must take the role
of another, and so on, until he has constructed a picture of the
whole situation as it appears from all points of view, including
his own.

That totality is perhaps as near as he can come to an

apprehension of the "objective situation" as it exists concretely
and conceptually, and influences the action of the participants.
This is what Cooley meant when he held that the distinctive
trait of social knowledge is that it is "dramatic" whereas the
distinctive trait of spatial knowledge is that it is "mensurative".1

One cannot understand social situations by weighing the

actors, measuring their heights, calculating the number of feet
separating them, although all of these things may be relevant if
they have a meaning and value to the actor which we can understand
by "taking their role", as Mead puts it.

Cooley distinguishes

spatial or material knowledge from personal, dramatic, or social
knowledge.

''Human life," says Cooley, must be known "Outwardly

1. Cooley, c. H., "The Roots of Social Knowledge, '' ".American
Journal of Sociology, XXXII (July, 1926), 59-79• Also printed in
Cooley's book of selected papers: Sociological Theory and Social
Research, New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930, P• 294.

1:,0

and inwardly at the same time"• Maciver has emphasized the
1

same point.
Dollard,

:,

w..

I. Thomas and Dorothy swain Thomas, 2 John
4

.5 Charles A. Ellwood, 6
9

Curt Roseno,.,, Howard E. Jensen,

C. M. Case,

7

Karl Mannheim,

8

Louis Wirth,

and many others have

expressed like views.
.
10
The method of "participant observationtt,
in the sense of

an attempt to apprehend meanings and values, is thus not one to
be adopted because "more objective methods" fail, but because it
is the only type of observation which will allow the observer to
construct the objective situation in the fullness necessary for
the understanding of social situations.

There is no implication

1. "Is Sociology a Natural Science?", Publications of the
American Sociological Society, XXV, (December, 19:,0), 2.5-3.5.
2. The Child in America, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1928,
P• .572 •
:,. Criteria for the Life History, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1935, PP• 29-:,3.
4. "The Problem of Meaning in Behaviorism.," The American
Journal of Psychology, XXXVI (April, 192.5), 233-248.
5. "Introduction" to Ellwood, Charles A., Methods in
Sociology, Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1933,
PP• xvii, xix-xx.
6. Ibid., PP• 19-21.
7. "Toward ~st alt Soc19logy," _sociology and Social Research, X.V (September-October, 1930) 13-14, 2.5, 26-27.
8. "Ideology and Utopia, New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1936, PP• 39-40.
9. Ibid., Preface, PP• xix-xx, xxii-xxiv.
10. Lindeman , E. C., Social Discovery, New York: Republic
Publishing Company, 1924. Cf. also: Hader, John J., and Lindeman,
E. C., Dynamic Social Research, New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1933, PP• 101-110.
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here that concrete data which can be gathered by counting or
checking, descriptions of ov~rt action, etc., should not be
used or is disparaged.

This infonnation is indispensable.

The implication is that until these data are supplemented by
a knowledge of what the facts mean to the actors, part of the
objective situation has been ignored.
If the objective situation cannot be constructed without
including meanings, values, and subjective interpretations of
the actors, is it not implied that the objective situation must
also include the values, meanings, and subjective interpretations
of the observer, who is himself an actor?

It can scarcely be held

that the observer does not assign value and meaning of some kind
to his data.

As

Louis Wirth points out:

In our choice of areas for research, in our selection of data, in our method .of investigation, in
our organization of materials, not to speak of the
formulation of our hypotheses and conclusions, there
is always manifest some more or less clear, explicit
or implicit assumption or scheme of evaluation.l
The crucial point, which the champions of objectivity have been
right in emphasizing, is that the observer has not performed his
duty of description if he passes a value judgment upon the objects
in the actor's situation~~ point of view only.

From the

observer's point of view, all of the actors and concrete objects
in the situation have a positive value, _insofar as they constitute
material which is useful to hltm and engages his interest and curiosity as a scientific observer.

In his role as a scientific ob-

server he does not malce a differential judgment in the sense of
1.

Preface ot Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia,p. xxii.
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saying that the actor is making a wise or unwise choice, or
that certain practices of the actor are good or bad.

1

Such

a procedure is "unscientific"--that is, "bad" from the point
of view of the scientific observer.
It was earlier held, however, that in order to understand
the action of the participants, the observer was forced to · "take
their role" and experience the situation in terms of negative and
positive value as the actors do.

This is very true, but the ob-

server does not stop with evaluating the situation from~ actor's
point of view.

He proceeds to make judgments from the point of

view of .each of the participants.

2

By so doing, the observer is

enabled to look at himself from another point of view, and so obtain a better assessment of the values and interests he brings
into the situation himself.

By

taking the role of the others, the

observer can, to some extent, avoid carelessly identifying himself
with one or another of the participants and so smuggling in judgments of the situation not strictly suited to · his role as a scientific observer.
Such an ooserver will admit, with Dewey, that it is not bias
that is objectionable in scientific research, out only certain kinds
of bias--bias which is unrecognized, or a bias which gives a much
1. Cf. Sumner, Folkways, PP• 58-59.
2. Insofar as the group acts as a group, it may for some
_purposes be sufficient to take apoint of view representative of
one member of the group to stand for them all. In such cases, the
group will be considered the actor, and the point of view of all
the actors will be taken.
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less inclusive view of the situation than would some other.
Dewey says that "bias for impartiality is as much a bias as
is partisan prejudice, though it is a radically different quality of biasn. 1 It is a bias for impartiality, a desire to take
all factors into consideration, an interest in seeing his own
biasesJ that should characterize the scientific observer--not a
vain hope that bias can be escaped, or that there is same one viewpoint which will allow him to see things "objectively", or a belief
that he is entirely disinterested in his material.

With such a re-

cognition of the inevitability of bias, it may be made a tool of
"positive c·o gni ti ve importance"

2

in the apprehension of meanings

and values existing for actors in the situations which the social
scientist is interested in analyzing.
3

Hader and Lindeman summarize aptly the argument of this section in a contrast they make between the "older conception" and
the "newer conception" of social research.

The older conception,

they say, holds that (1) the research agent must be free from
social and personal purpose, (2) that he should cultivate the
habit of detachment and disinterestedness, (3) that he should,
insofar as possible, keep himself external to the research situation, and (4) insofar as possible, exclude his serise of values.
In point to ' point contrast with this, the newer conception is that

(1) the research agent must accept the fact Gf ' his purposes and
proceed to their clarification, (2) he should cultivate those
l ~ y , op. cit., p. 216
2. Wirth, op. cit., PP• xix-xx.
3. Hader, John J., and Lindemand, Eduard • , Dynamic Social
Researci1, New York: Harcourt, .tjrace and Company, 1933, P• 108.
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qualities of self-awareness which will allow him to take his
interests into account, (3) he should acquire the capacity to
"live into" the research situation, and (4) he should candidly
include his values, as well as values found in the research
situation. 1
According to the implications to be drawn from this study,
•objectivity" is a construct, not a quality of the observer.

It

is reached (if at all) by inclusion of all relevant factors, inner and outer, affecting the actors (of whom the observer is one),
rather than by exclusion of the inner factors affecting the actors
and by ignoring the subjectivity of the observer.
VI.

The Situation as a Research Unit
If there has been any validity to the foregoing analysis,

i.e., that meaning and value arise and have their structure only
in situations, that the self or personality has its characteristics
by reason of inclusion within situations, that the group likewise
acts and to some degree derives its characteristics by reason of
its inclusion within situations, and that institutions are situational complexes, the conclusion follows that whole situations,
not persons, groups, or institutions shorn of their context, are
the units' of investigation toward which the sociologist should
bend his research.
This idea has been expressed over and over again in sociological literature.

An

attempt to document it would lead to cita-

tion of nearly all of those whose contributions have beeh examined
1.

Hader and Lindeman, op. cit., P• 108.
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in this thesis and more.

It might even be said that the situa-

tional emphasis is the ~ociological emphasis par excellence.
This does not mean that all sociologists have been aware of all
the terms implied or that it has always affected their thinking
to the extent that it might have.

Nor does it mean that other

fields, such as physiology, psychology or philosophy, have not
bwen forced to employ it.

It does mean that sociologists have

long been aware of the relativity of values, from person to person, group to group, and culture to culture. -It means, moreover,
that the very fact that the sociologist is interested in the influence of persons and groups upon each other has led him, whether
he would or not, to study social situations.
There are, however, different ways of cutting up the raw
material of social life in order to get units small enough to be
analyzed and studied for generalization.

One can, for example,

go to the South to study the negroes ; ·a;ia by con'ttincing himself
of the necessity of delimiting his field, may avoid studying
much else.

Dollard did not find this possible.

He says:

Negroe· life histories refer at every point to a
total situation, i.e., to Southerntown itself, the
sur~ouiiding country, the southeastern culture area,
and in a strict sense the whole region which is bound
to American cotton economy. This observation came as
a very unwelcome perception, since it necessitated getting a J:Brspective on the community and the county,
and informing miself !ncidentally on many apparently
remote matters • • • •

1. Dollard, Johi, Caste and Class in a Southern Town,
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937, PP• 1-2.

It is possible to gather a good deal of information on ttsoaial
problems" without taking a situational point of view.

Thomas and

Znaniecki protest the study of "artificial, abstractly formed
groups of facts such as 'prostitution', •crime', 'education', 'war',
etc.," on the ground that they cannot be "treated theoretically and
practically in an arbitrary isolation from the rest of the life of
1

The separating of the normal from the ab2
normal is objected to on the same account.
ttThe facts must first
the given society".

·be taken in connection with the whole to which they belong", 3 is
the procedure recommended by Thomas and Znaniecki, and the gestaltists and field theorists make the same recommendation.

4

It is possible to make the same abstracting approach to problems of motivation and to posit a number of motives, as did McDougall,
with rather nonplussing results.

If, for example, it is posited

that there is an "instinct of self-abasement" and an "instinct of
self-assertion", little in the way of predi ction is gained unless
it is specified in what types of situations these motivations will
express themselves.

One can always come along after the behavior

has taken place and explain it ad hoc bt pointing to the motivation
that would account for such behavior, but t ~is is hardly the aim of
science.

The argument applies with equal force to the more current-

ly used concept "attitude".

There is good reason to believe, on the

1. Thomas and Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in Europe and
America, pp. 11.
2. Ibid., P• 9.
3. Ibid., P• 12.
4. Cf. Lewin, K., A Dynamic Theory of Personality, Chapter I.
Cf. also: Brown, J. F., Psychology and the Social Order, PP• 33-34.
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grounds of extensive research, that attitudes expressed in
verbal test situations (or "opinions" as they are sometimes
called) do not accurately indicate what the attitude in another
situation will be, and perhaps should not be expected to.

At-

titudes are a function of the situation in every case, and as
the situation changes, the attitude also changes.

There is prob-

ably no one, stable, unitary attitude toward a given object which,
if only known, would in itself allow prediction in any type of
situation.
Maciver emphasizes the necessity of explaining in terms
of "whole situations" with the following concrete example:
It is not enough to explain a phenomenon like
the gang as due to the desire of the adolescent forcompanionship and adventure, since these general desires,
to bring the phenomenon into being, are directed, modified, and made specific by the ethos of the group and
by the opportunities or hindrances to its expression.
Nor, turning to the outer system, can we adequately explain the phenomenon as the consequence of poverty and
deteriorated neighborhoods, since these factors may
equally be adduced to explain other social phenomena
such as ignorance, crime, desertion, alcoholism, drug
addiction, prostitution, etc., and since, in any event,
these factors may be present in a greater or less degree, without involving a greater or less development
of the phenomenon.2
There is probably little quarrel with the point of view
expressed--that "whole situations" and not abstracted segments
should~ the sociologist's object of study, and that valid
generalizations and predic:tions will have to be made in terms
1. £!• Kiepe, op. cit., in particular the conclusions
on PP• 237-238 concerning the "arbitrary dichotomy which separates the concept of attitude from the concept of value".
2. "Is Sociology a Natural Science?", Publications of
the American Sociological Society, rn (December, 1930, 25-35.

of "whole situations" and not by a knowledge of one or two factors alone--and yet such a concession raises a disturbing question.

If this is true, is it ever possible to cut out a research

problem and delimit it, or is it necessary to keep extending the
,

research to the c.o ntext until there is danger of losing sight of
the original problem altogether?

It should be recalled that · a

"whole situation" is to be distinguished from a "total situation".
To study a "whole situation" means to take into account all the
dynamic factors involved:
barriers and the goads.

the motives, the means, the goals, the
The main consideration is to neglect none

of these struetural elements.

The degree of thoroughness with which

they are to be articulated by the gathering of more and more concrete
data will depend upon the particular demands of the investigator.
Lewin calls this approach, which proceeds from the fundamental structure of the whole si tuati.on to differentiation oy more
specific data, the method of "gradual approximation".

l

He points

out that with such a procedure, even the first approximations are
of value in their own right and are usable no matter at what point
research is discontinued.
On

the assumption that the pattern of the total field is gen-

erally more important than the size, the field theorists have proposed ithat i t is possible to study fundamental social constellations experimentally by "transposing" them into an appropriate group
size while retaining the essential structure.

2

Experiments have

l. Lewin, K., Principles of Topological Psychology, P• 17.
2. Ct. Lewin, K., "Field Theory and Experiment in Social
Psychology~ Concepts and Methods," American Journal of Sociology,
Il.IV (May, 1939), 868-896.
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been performed

and are now under way based upon this hypothesis.

The results of these experiments will be of the greatest interest
to sociologists who are interested in a laboratory approach to
social phenomena.
In conclusion, it may not oe amiss to indicate some of the
fields of research which, in the opinion of the writer, show particular promise in the clarification and stabilization of the
situation concept as a sociological tool, especially with reference to the hypotheses presented in this study.
(1)

Further studies of a-typical persons, such as the juven-

ile delinquent, neurotic and psychopathic individuals, the habitual
criminal, the hobo, the prostitute, and others, in connection with
the situation in which their personalities developed promise to
throw light on the types of roles which grow out of types of situations.

In their cases, certain factors are apt to be exaggerated,

and hence more easily detected.
(2)

The study of internally coherent groups, such as the

family, small friendship groups, spontaneously formed and maintained groups , of "kindred soulstt who nevertheless appear to be very
different, show promise as data which will throw further light on
the interlocking and supplementing of role patterns and personality
structures.

Such a group in itself is a situation for each of the

acting members.

(3)

Tb.ere is a need for more life historical studies of

sects, gangs, cliques, minority groups, schismatic and other conflict groups which arise, gain unity, develop inner differentiation
1. Cf. Lippitt, Ronald, "Field Theory and Experiment in Social
Psychology7 American Journal of Sociology, XLV (July, 1939), 26-49.
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and dissolve under situational pressures.

The lead furnished

by the concept of organizational personality has not been exploited as yet.
(4) The interlocking and supplementary roles of functional
groups within larger configurations such as the community has
hardly been touched as a field fa-research.

The growing field of

rural social psychology promises to provide sociologists with data
of this kind, relating closely to the way in which organizational
personalities combine into larger coherent groups.

(5) Finally, the study .of cultural elements, both material
and

non-material, in terms of their symbolic and dynamic signifi-

cance for the group in· connection

~ ~

special

~

of situation

in which the group has its being, has not yet yielded its full share
of potential insights.

The recent trend toward collaboration of

sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists end psychiatrists in
the study of .culture groups promises to oe most fruitful. 1
i. The Institute of Human Relations at Yale University represents such a collaboration. John Dollard's recent book, Caste
and Class in a Southern Town, is an example of the sort of 0rientation which appears to be dominant there. At Columbia University
the collaboration of a group of social anthropologists and psychologists, including Ralph Linton, Ruth Benedict, Ruth Bunzel, Cora
Du.Bois, Aoram Kardiner and others, has resulted in the examination
of a number of culture groups including the Trobriand, Kwakiutl,
'Zuni, Chuckee, Eskimo, Tanala, and Marquesan. The preliminary results are embodied in a recent book by Kardiner and Linton: The
Individual and His Society (The Psychodynamics of Primitive socI'al
Organization (New York: Columbia University Press, 1939). The
concept of a "basic personality structure" of a culture group,
which has grown out of these seminars, is very similar to the sort
of approach suggested by the present study.

Chapter VI
GENERAL

SUMMARY

An examination of the sociological treatments of the term

situation has revealed that it refers to a construct, that is,. a
conceptual fremework in terms of which the actor or the observer
may

order the data involved in the solution of a given problem.

The term "actor's situation" has been chosen to designate the
complex of factors, both concrete and conceptual, with l'lhich the
actor must deal, while the term "observer's situation" has been
chosen to designate this same complex of faotors from the observer's point of view.

The observer's concrete situation refers to

the actual data he observes--actor and actor's environment.

The

observer's conceptual situation, as used in this study, is the
construct in terms of which he interprets the action he observes.
It is in this sense, and from this point of view, that the concept situation is a sociological tool.
As a sociological tool, the concept situation is a construct

involving (l) an actor (2) in an environment (3) which he defines
with reference to (4) the act by which he proposes to satisfy his
desire. When the environment of the given actor is composed of
other persons, the situation is called a social situation.

Social

situations can be understood in the_ir entirity only by knowing how
each of the persons defines the situation, and hovr each of the actors affects the others' definition by his actions.

The totality
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of such definitions, including the observer's, plus the concrete
situation, has been called the "objective situation".

It is this

totality of relevant facts that the sociological observer should
attempt to construct.
The proposed "act" of the actor, from its beginning in an
aroused motive to its end in a satisfactory adjustment, is the
context within which the objects in the environment are assigned
meaning and value.

These objects may be inert physical things,

other actors, or concepts and ideas.

The actor's conceptual sit-

uation includes this whole unit of action within its scope, and
is to be distinguished from the actor's concrete situation, which
changes from moment to moment.

In terms of their functional sig-

nificance the objects in the environment may be said to be defined
as (1) means, (2) goals, (3) barriers, and (4) goads.

Means and

barriers derive their character by reason of intervening between
the beginning of the act and its end.

Goals and goads derive their

character by reason of certain qualities of the objects themselves
which promise consUilllllation of the act, or constitute an active
threat or danger to the actor.

The means and goals have positive

value, the barriers and goads have negative value with relationship
to the actor's motive and his proposed act.
On the assumption that the actor's situation tends to be struc-

tured in the above manner, and on the strength of repeated statements
by certain authors that the self internalizes or takes over the situation, the deduction is made that if this is true, the self should

l

a structure similar to that of the situation.

The treatments of

the self examined., coming from widely differing backgrounds., in
part confirm, and are compatible with this thesis.

On

the basis

of these treatments of the self it was held that the personality
could be regarded as a totality of ways of acting which could be
divided into three systems: (1) a motive system., (2) a system of
means-roles and (3) a system of barrier-roles taken over from the
situation.

Means and goals roles are considered as one system in

the personality, since they both have the same dynamic significance
with reference to the motives.

Barriers and goads roles are con-

sidered as another single system for the same reason.
Groups, like persons, are held to develop an inn.er differentiation by passing through a series of situations.

It is further

suggested that this inner differentiation tends to reflect and approximate the structure of the situation in which the group finds
itself.

It is possible to distinguish means-roles., goal-roles.,

barrier-roles., and goad-roles, played either by persons in the
group, or by persons or other groups in the social situation.
Institutions., as ways of acting., give rise to behavior supports.

It is suggested that the material culture which gains mean-

ing and value in this way, can profitably be classified according
to its dynamic significance, in terms of means-supports, goal-supports, barrier-supports., and goad-supports.

The non-material, idea-

tional, essentially symbolic elements which also provide behavior
supports are amenable to the same type of classification.
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The situation is a sociological tool in the sense that it
is a basic conceptual frame ·o f reference in terms of which sociological data can be ordered.

It is suggested that the meaning

and value categories offered in this study (means, goals. barriers,
and goads) are supplementary to the present sociological categories and that they represent the "inner" aspect of which so many
sociologists have spoken.
The necessity of dealing with meanings and values, both from
his

own

point of view and from that of the actors, confronts the

sociological researcher with special problems which he must frankly
meet and provide for in his methodology.

"Objectivity" in the

sense of an account of the total number of relevant factors, the
"inner" as well as the "outer" is a kind of objectivity impossible
in the physical sciences.

The physical scientist must take aooount

of his own subjectivity, as the social scientist must, but he can
never get the intimate knowledge of his objects of study that the
social scientist can get because he is essentially unlike them,
whereas the social scientist. is, to a large extent, like his objects of study.

The fact that the social scientist is like the

actors he observes, and is able to react as they do, at least to
some degree, by putting himself in their place, gives him a tool
for the direct understanding of his data that the physical scientist
can never have.

There is a possibility of turning what have been

called the special difficulties of the social scientists into special
advantages.
The concept situation as a sociological tool serves to em-
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phasize the fact that sociological phenomena are always related
to their conterl, and that generalization and prediction must take
place in terms of stating the relationship between given phenomena
and given contexts.

The situation as a construct including both

actor and environment, the value and meaning elements as well as
the concrete outward el8Jllents, forms in a way a schedule or list
of factors which must be specified in a complete sociological study
aimed at generalisation and prediction.

The situation as a concep-

tual framework thus delimits a research unit, and has implications
for research and methodology, as every concept worthy of attention
must have.
In conclusion, some fields of research which show special
promise as proving grounds for the hypotheses advanced in this study
have been suggested.
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